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It is our sincere hope that this ivy will help the class 
of 195 7 retain the pleasant thoughts and memories of 
Trinity. We deeply appreciate the privilege that has been 
ours, and hope there will always be a strong link between 
each of us, and that the 195 7 ivy will serve as an integral 












dedication .. . 
iohn f. butler, '33 
alumni secretary 
director of placement 
It is hard for students, especially young men, to impart tO older friends and mentors 
tangible evidence of their appreciation for guidance, counsel, and assistance. And it is 
more difficult to express thanks for another's indefatigable attention to one's problems 
and for a charity that regards every young man as important and unique. We find that 
we have to take refuge by affrming an ancient yet timeless reminder from Seneca: 
"He who receives a benefit with gratitude, repays the first instalment on his debt." 
It is a great debt indeed that we owe to John 
Butler, Alumni Secretary and Director of Placement. 
He convinces us all very early that he places no one, 
that we must place ourselves. He contributes, certainly 
more than he knows or would admit, to endowing 
our search for a vocation with richer meaning; he 
arms us, and he does not have a classroom in which 
to do so, with canons of judgment that spring from 
his own strong belief in true individualism and a 
deep respect for personality. John Butler realizes that 
the quest for a place in a prosperous and expanding 
society can contain snares as well as attractive ma-
terial features. He is an energetic advocate of the 
liberal artS program as preparation for a life which 
must after all transcend the tasks we call "making 
a living." 
The Trinity ivy is proud to present its 1957 edi-
tion tO John F. Butler '33 as a tangible symbol of 
its regard for him. 
------------------------------7'----------~ 






program of progress 
Trinity's need to expand is felt by every Trinity student, every day, whether 
he be a senior or a freshman, a neutral or a fraternity man. To meet the changing 
qualifications of the twentieth century, and to provide a finer Trinity, the Board 
of Trustees of the College has formulated a Program of Progress project. The 
1957 ivy salutes the men directly connected with the project, thanks those who 
have been able to help Trinity, and applauds the goals at the end of the road 
to progress. We present five necessary steps on the path to progress; 
A continually strong faculty 
Immediate new endowment for faculty purposes 
Remodeling Williams Memorial 
Facilities for enhancing student life 
Student center and dining commons 
Completing payments on New Dormitory 
Additional tools for superior teaching 
New Science Building 
Funds for Library purposes 
More Aid for deserving students 
Endowed memorial scholarships 
Replacement for annual giving 
Unrestricted expendable funds 
REQUIRED, if Trinity is to function at 




A vital objective jlW Trinity College 
THE "HEARTHSTONE" OF THE COLLEGE-It will pro-
vide the services, conveniences, and opportunity for the entire college 
family to work closely together in the daily life of the campus. 
A PART OF TRINITY'S EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM-It is 
more than a building; it is an organization, a way of life, a laboratory 
of citizenship, which will give our students the opportunity for self-
realization, social responsibility and training for leadership. 
A UNIFYING FORCE-It will be the focal point for extra-
curricular activity, cultural, social and recreational, cultivating an en-
during loyalty to the College and its ideals. 
A PRACTICAL, FUNCTIONAL UNIT-It will provide much-
needed dining facilities; headquarters- for student activities; a game 
room; a snack bar; a book store; Post Office; laundry; barber shop; 
and a ballroom for social gatherings. 

post-graduate 
The dark old Bishop standing there 
Still spreads his brazen arms in prayer; 
Old Northam rears against the sky 
Its massy bulwark, gray and high, 
Unheeding how the life below 
May chance or change, may ebb or flow; 
And bits of song and pleasant talk 
Still sound along the college walk,-
Old jests I knew, old songs I sung, 
Where hope was high, and life was young. 
All is the same, yet not the same, 
As on the morning when I came, 
A freshman, co these classic halls;-
The life I passed within those walls 
Has grown so dim that now it seems 
A gauzy fabric spun in dreams. 
Ah, well! I am not all bereft, 
For yet one faithful friend is left 
Unchanged by age, unmoved by care, 
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... to the class of 1957 
We don't pretend to think that this class history is an eloquent dis-
course or an accurate discussion of all the activities · that your class has 
participated in during its four years at Trinity; but, like the ivy itself, 
the purpose of these printed words is to stimulate your memory glands 
twenty-five years from now, and bring back to you a little that you left 
at Trinity. For the present accept our congratulations on your gradua-
tion. You have contributed four years of your life to the Trinity com-
munity and we hope that you have received your money's worth. We 
ask you to treasure this ivy. Not only because we think that it is an 
accurate book, but let it serve to stimulate your recollections in the years 
to come. Let it return to you those things you left here, 'neath the elms. Set 
back, relax, and relive your days at Trinity, for like the clinging vine 
itself, they shall never leave you. 
class history 
In mid-September of 1953, 235 young men sat in the Chemistry Auditorium listen-
ing to Bill Peelle, Dean Clarke, and MacHickin explain the intricacies of the Freshman 
year at Trinity College. These "leaders of tomorrow," hailing from numerous states and 
several foreign countries, were of all sorts, sizes, and shapes. The class was split evenly 
in respect to preparatory schools and high schools. There was only one thing common tO 
this melange of students-all hoped to be awarded a baccelaureate degree from Trinity 
in June of 1957. 
During their four year stay 'neath the elms, several things above and beyond the class-
room work will stick in their minds. The Class of 1957 was the first to occupy the newly 
completed freshman dorm, and to organize "bottle nights" in the freshman quadrangle. 
They were ingenious enough to use the newly installed pay phones and contrive a method 
of not paying. They beat the Sophs at the traditional rope pull, and the few remaining 
beanies were thrown away. In the Spring, young men's thoughts turn to love and base-
balL The Freshman nine beat the Yale yearlings and the Freshman Ball was a real ball! 
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As Sophomores, the Class of 1957 heard President Eisenhower speak at the fall con-
vocation. Many of them busied themselves in Fraternities, while all of them hollored 
their heads off when Dan Jessee led the Bantam footballers to an undefeated season. 
World tension was at a minimum. The Korean War came to a close and the Republicans 
led the country through a year of peace, prosperity, and progress. But while the United 
States witnessed a desirable peaceful condition in world affairs, the class of 1958 wit-
nessed a new trouble, the "Soph Court," initiated by the fifty-seveners. 
Junior year found the three year men worrying over marks and majors. The serious 
became more serious and the non-serious transferred to the United States Army. Other 
things, important things, kept many awake at night. "Whether to give ·my pin away," 
"whether to switch my major," graduate school, jobs, the armed service, and summer 
school. Men like Carlos Romulo, Judge Medina, ex-President Funston, and Sir Percy 
Spender helped the students think about a liberal education. And everyone hollored 
their heads off all over again when the football team battled their way to a second unde-
feated season. And then in the spring of 1956 at the solemn Honors Day ceremony, one 
of the most memorable events in the history of this class occurred. When the president 
of the Class of 1956 awarded the traditional lemon squeezer to the president of the class 
of 1958, pandemonium broke loose. With the precision of a Brinks-type robbery, the 
class of 1957 seized the wooden implement from underneath the noses of the entire 
faculty, visiting dignitaries, board of fellows, and the student body. The traditional 
lemon squeezer was whisked away to a secret hiding place where it shall remain for 
twenty-five years. 
And then they were Seniors; at last casual and sophisticated. Each seeking his own 
particular direction, whether it be the Chicago Cubs or H arold Stassen. Cairo was located 
on the map and many felt that they might be spending a much needed summer vacation 
in this quaint Egyptian capitol. John Butler entered their lives, and interviews for jobs 
became the favorite topic of the day. The Senior prom, with River Chambers, added 
ro the atmopshere. 
And then came Graduation. 
And then the future. 
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PHILIP WESTON ALMQUIST 
63 Wells Farm Drive 
W etherslield Conneaicut 
Major : ENGINEERING 
Soccer 3, 4; LaCrosse 1; ROTC Corps Commander. 
Prepat'ed at Wethersfield High School. 
JAMES BRUCE ARRINGTON 
19 Arlington Road 
Wellesley Hills Massachusetts 
Major : HISTORY 
Football 1; Young Republicans 4; Canterbury Club 1, 2; 
Jesters 4; Band 1, 2; Alpha Delta Phi. 
Prepat'ed at Wellesley High School. 
EDWARD LAWRENCE BABINGTON 
203 Glenwood Avenue 
Leonia New Jersey 
Major: HISTORY 
Basketball 1; Baseball 3, 4; Jesters 4; Cheerleaders 3, 4; 
Alpha Delta Phi. 
Prepared at Trinity School. 
FREDERICK HERBERT BAIRD 
3 7 Alban Road 
Waban 
Major : HISTORY 
Soccer 1, 2, 3, 4; Baseball I, 3, 4; Sigma Nu. 
Prepared at Deerfield School. 
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Massachusetts 
BRUCE ROGERS BAKER 
33 Fountain Street 
Rochester New York 
Major: ENGLISH AND HISTORY 
Football 1; Track 1; Young Republicans 2; WRTC 1; 
Cheerleaders 4; Tripod 3, 4; Alpha Chi Rho, Secretary 4. 
Prepflf'ed at Monroe High School. 
H. BROOKS BAKER 
2101 Connecticut Avenue 
Washington District of Columbia 
Major: GOVERNMENT 
Senate, President; Young Republicans, Vice-Chairman 4; 
Atheneum Society 1, 2; Jesters 1, 2, 3, 4; Foreign Policy 
Association 3, 4; Corinthian Yacht Club 2, 3, 4; Review; 
Who's Who in American Colleges and Universities; Student 
Lecture Committee, Chairman 4; Psi Upsillon. 
Prepared at Gilman School. 
Windsor 
THOMAS ALDEN BARBER 
175 Prospect Hill Road 
Major : ENGINEERING 
Pipes 2; Brownell Club. 
Prepared at the Loomi; School. 
DAVID JUDD BARLOW 
Oblong Valley Farm, RFD #1 
Amenia New York 
Major : ECONOMICS 
Canterbury Club 1; Glee Club 4; Education Club 1; Psy-
chology Club 4; Tripod 4; Pi Kappa Alpha. 
Prepared at Somers Central School. 
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Connecticut 
HANS WALTER BECHERER 
15213 Essex 
Grosse Pointe 30 Michigan 
Major: HISTORY 
Track 1, 2, 4; Freshman Executive Council; Newman Club 
1; Cheerleaders 4; Junior Adviser; Corinthian Yacht 
Club 3; Military Balli Committee 4; St. Anthony Hall. 
Prepared at Detroit University School. 
DAVID BOOTH BEERS 
Coventry Connecticut 
Major: CLASSICS AND MODERN LANGUAGES 
Fencing 1, 2, 3, Captain 4; Tennis 1, 2, 3, 4; St. Anthony 
Hall. 
Prepared at Hopkins Grammar School. 
RICHARD LEROY BEHR 
503 Conshohcken State Road 
Gladwyne Pennsylvania 
Major: ROMANCE LANGUAGES 
Golf 1, 2; Glee Club 1, 2, President 3; Sophomore Hop 
Committee; Junior Prom Committee; Bishops Men; Delta 
Phi, Secretary 4. 
Prepared at Episcopal Academy. 
DUNCAN YORTY BENNETT 
1155 Park Avenue 
New York New York 
Major: HISTORY 
Soccer 1; Swimming 1; Tennis 1; Inter-Dorm Council 1; 
WRTC 1; Campus Chest Committee, Publiciry Chairman 
3, Chairman 4; St. Anthony Hall. 
Prepared at The Pingry School. 
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JOHN JOSEPH BONSIGNORE 
283 Prospect Street 
East Hartford Connecticut 
Major: ECONOMICS AND HISTORY 
Freshman Executive Council; Young Democrats 3, President 
4; Newman Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Glee Club 1, Librarian 2; 
Sophomore Hop Committee; Junior Prom Committee; 
Senior Ball Committee; Brownell Club, Vice-President 3, 
President 4. 
J>repared at East Hartford High School. 
FRANK HOLGATE BOOS, III 
4 5 Lakecrest Lane 
Grosse Pointe Michigan 
Major: HISTORY 
Young Republicans 3, 4; Corinthian Yacht Club 1, 2, 3, 4; 
Psi Upsilon, Vice-President 4. 
Prepared at Detroit University School. 
STEPHEN NEWBERRY BOWEN 
247 West Main Street 
Norwalk Ohio 
Major: ENGLISH 
Young Republicans 4; WRTC 1, Music Director 2, Treas-
urer 3, Station Manager 4; Spanish Club 2; Band 1; Tripod 
2, News Editor 3, Managing Editor 4; Handbook, Editor 4; 
Who's Who in American Colleges and Universities; College 
Ring Committee Chairman 4; Student Lecture Forum 4; 
Theta Xi. 
Prepared at Norwalk High School. 
WINSLOW BRABSON 
14 South Coalter Street 
Staunton Virginia 
Major: GEOLOGY 
Swimming 1; Canterbury Club 1; WRTC 3, 4; Glee Club 
2; Sports Car Club 3, 4. 
Prepared at Staunton Military Academy. 
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EDWARD STEPHEN BRADLEY 
46 Barber Street 
Wilson Connecticut 
Major: HISTORY 
Young Democrats 2, 3, Vice-President 4; Newman Club 
1, 2, 3, 4; Political Science Club 4; Education Club 4; 
Brownell Club, Secretary 3, President 4. 
Prepared at Windsor High School. 
JAMES ROBERT BRADLEY 
1308 Brunswick Avenue 
Trenton New Jersey 
Major : CLASSICS 
Track 1; Canterbury Club 1, Treasurer 2, President 3; Glee 
Club 3, Assistant Manager 4; Philosophy Club 2, 3, Presi-
dent 4; Junior Advisor; Pi Gamma Mu; Phi Betta Kappa. 
Prepared at Central High School. 
PHILLIP JAMES BRATT 
914 Paulding Street 
Peekskill New York 
Major: ECONOMICS AND EN GUSH 
Intra-Mural Board 1; Canterbury Club 2; Review 1, 2, 3, 
Business Manager 4; Delta Phi. 
Prepared at St. Peter's School. 
Hartford 
LOUIS BROWN 
78 Oakland Terrace 
Major : PRE-MEDICAL 
Connecticut 
Soccer 1; Hillel Society 1, 2, 3, 4; Chemistry Club 1, 2, 3, 
Treasurer 4; Phi Beta Kappa; Brownell Club. 




185-10 80th Road 
Major: PSYCHOLOGY 
New York 
Baseball 1; Senate 4; Intra-Mural Board 3; Hillel Society 1, 
Treasurer 2, 3, 4; Atheneum Sociery 1, 2, 3, President 4; 
Psychology Club 3, President 4; Junior Prom Committee; 
Pi Kappa Alpha. 
Prc'pared at Columbia Grammar School. 
VINCENT JAMES BRUNO 
12 Dwight Place 
East Haven 
Major : HISTORY 
Connecticut 
Football 1, 2, 3, 4; Newman Club 1, 2, Secretary 3, Vice-
President 4; Phi Beta Kappa; Pi Gamma Mu. 
Prepared at East Haven High School. 
FRANKLIN WILCOX BULKLEY 
15 7 East 18th Street 
New York New York 
Major: ENGLISH 
Soccer 1; Basketball, Manager 1; Senate; Young Republicans 
1, 2; Canterbury Club 1, 2; Jesters 1, 2, 3, 4; Ivy 1; Tripod 
1; Junior Jrom Committee; Phi Kappa Psi. 
Prepared at The Hoosac School. 
Peoria 
/ 
BRYAN HAMMOND BUNCH 
6038 Mount Hawley Road 
Major : ENGLISH 
Illinois 
Protestant Fellowship 1, 2; Jesters 2, 3, 4; WRTC 1, 2, 3; 
Band 1, 2; Cinema Club 3; Foreign Policy Association 3, 4; 
Corinthian Yacht Club 4; Tripod 1, 2, 3; Review 2, 3, 
Editor-in-Chief 4; Pi Kappa Alpha_ 
Prepared at Peoria High School. 
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MARTIN STANLEY CAINE 




Soccer 1, 2; Swimming 1; Tennis 1; Inter-Dorm Council 3; 
Young Republicans 2, 3, 4; Hillel Society 1, 2, 3, 4; Tripod 
2, 3; Delta Kappa Epsilon. 
Prepared at The Hilt School. 
DANIEL SEBASTIAN CALABRO 
Winsted 
15 5 Manchester Street 
Hartford Connecticut 
Major: CHEMISTRY 
Baseball 1; Track 3, 4; Newman Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Chemistry 
Club 3, 4; Brownell Club. 
Prepared at Weaver High School. 
ROBERT JAMES CAMARANO 
265 East 19th Street 
Paterson New Jersey 
Major : PSYCHOLOGY 
Newman Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Psychology Club 3, 4; Delta Phi. 
Prepared at The Hilt School. 
GEORGE EDWARD CASE 
144 Holabird Avenue 
Major : ECONOMICS 
Connecticut 
Baseball 1, 2, 3, 4; Atheneum Society 1; Junior Advisor; 
Sophomore Hop Committee; Alpha Chi Rho, Treasurer 4. 
Prepared at The Gilbert School. 
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Football 1; Basketball, Manager 2; Squash 1; LaCrosse 1, 2; 
Canterbury Club 1, 2; Theta Xi. 
Franklin 
Prepared at Sl. Norbert's School. 
PAUL AMADEO CATALDO 
,299 Main Street 
Massachusetts 
Major: GOVERNMENT 
Fotball 1, 2, 3, 4; Baseball 1; Inter-Dorm Council, Vice-
President 4; Newman Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Senior Ball Com-
mittee; Sigma Nu. 
Prep:zred at Franklin High School. 
GERALD ARTHUR CHANNELL 
6 Warner Drive 
Darien Connecticut 
Major: ECONOMICS 
Football 1, 2, 3, 4; Basketball 1; Inter-Dorm Council 2; 
Sigma Nu. 
Prepared at Darien High School. 
CARL LAWRENCE CHRISTENSEN 
45 East Main Street 
Clinton 
Major: PHILOSOPHY 
Delta Phi, President 4. 




DAVID GRANT CLARK 
12 Oakwood Street 
East Hartford 
Major: ECONOMICS 
Football 4; Swimming 4; Alpha Chi Rho. 
Prepared at EaJt Hartford High School. 




Tennis 1, 2, 3; Intra-Mural Board 3; Campus Chest Com-
mittee 2; Alpha Delta Phi, Treasurer 3, 4. 
Prepared at Blair Academy. 
RICHARD DENIS CONDON 
21 Mapleside Drive 
Wethersfield Connecticut 
Major: CHEMISTRY AND PHYSICS 
Swimming 1; Newman Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Chemistry Club 
3, 4; Band 1, 2; Sigma Nu. 
Prepared at Hamden High School. 
Connecticut 
ROBERT BRUCE COUCH 
22 Central Avenue 
Dalton Massachusetts 
Major : ENGLISH 
Psi Upsilon. 
Prepared at WilliJton Academy. 
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WALTER CLIFFORD CRUSBERG 
276 Camp Street 
Meriden Connecticut 
Major : HISTORY 
Football 1, 2; Basketball 1, 2, 3; Baseball 2, 3, 4 ; Inter-
Dorm Council 1; Intra-Mural Board 2, 3; Newman Club 
1, 2, 3, 4; Le Cercle Fran~ais 2, 3; Sophomore Hop Com-
mittee; Military Ball Committee; Campus Chest Committee; 
Sigma Nu. 
Prepared at Woodrow Wilson High School. 




Corinthian Yacht Club; Psi Upsillon. 
Prepared at St. George's School. 
WARD SCHENK CURRAN 
308 East Lawrence Avenue 
Springfield 
Major : HISTORY 
Football 1, 2, 3, 4; Pi Gamma Mu; Alpha Chi Rho. 
Prepared at Springfield High School. 
JOHN JOSEPH DALY 
341 Lyme Street 
Connecticut 
Major : GOVERNMENT 
Newman Club 1, 2, 3, President 4; Pi Kappa Alpha. 
Prepared at Weaver High School. 
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Illinois 
JOHN MAYNARD DANIELS 
145 Stoddard Avenue 
Newington Connecticut 
Major : CHEMISTRY 
Canterbury Club 1; Chemistry Club 2, 3, 4; Engineering 
Society 2; Phi Beta Kappa; Sigma Pi Sigma; Brownell Club. 




Major : SPANISH 
Conneaicut 
Canterbury Club 1; Atheneum Society 1, 2, 4; Jesters 1, 2; 
Le Cercle Fran~ais 1, 2; Spanish Club 2, 4; Tripod I, 2. 
Prepared at The Gilbert School. 
Sandwich 
NEIL MacPHERSON DAY 
36 Northwod Avenue 
West Springfield Massachusetts 
Major: ENGLISH 
Swimming 1; Senate, Secretary; Protestant Fellowship 3; 
Junior Advisor; Tripod 2, 3, 4; Review 2, 3, 4; Medusa; 
Who's Who in American Colleges and Universities; Theta 
Xi, President 3. 
Prepared at West Springfield High School. 
JAMES EDWARD DETZLER 
18 East Railroad Street 
Major: HISTORY 
Illinois 
Football 1; Fencing I; Freshman Executive Council ; Young 
Republicans 2, 3; Canterbury Club I, 2, 3; Junior Advisor; 
Sophomore Hop Committee; Campus Chest Committee 2, 3; 
Theta Xi, President 4. 
Prepared at Sandwich Township High School. 
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JAMES CAMPBELL DILLON 
3 7 Stoner Drive 
West Hartford 
Major: HISTORY 
Delta Kappa Epsilon, Treasurer 4. 
Prepared at Georgetown Preparatory School. 
EZRA SAMPSON DIMAN, IV 
Sa gada 
Mountain Province Phillipines 
Major: SPANISH 
Swimming 1; Young Republicans 3; Spanish Club 3, 4. 
Prepared at The Brent School. 
RODERIC CHARLES DIMAN 
Sa gada 
Mountain Province Phillipines 
Major: ROMANCE LANGUAGES 
Delta Phi. 
Prepared at The Brent School. 
Florence 
THOMAS DOHERTY 




Football 1, 2, 3, 4; Track 1; Fencing 2, 3, 4; Young 
Republicans 4; Newman Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Philosophy Club 
3, 4; Chess Club 3, Vice-President 4; Campus Chest Com-
mittee 1. 
Prepared at Marianapolis High School. 
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DAVID DRYSDALE DOOLITTLE, II 
386 Fairview Avenue 
Winnetka Illinois 
Major: SPANISH 
Soccer 1, 2; Spanish Club 2, 4; Corinthian Yacht Club 2, 4; 
Tripod 1, 2, 4; Alpha Delta Phi. 
Prepared at New Trier Township High School. 
ROBERT EDWIN DORAN, III 
813 South Main Street 
Geneva New York 
Major: HISTORY 
Soccer 1; Canterbury Club 1, 2; WRTC 2; Foreign Policy 
Association 3, 4; Corinthian Yacht Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Avia-
tion Club 1, 2, 3; Review 3, Executive Editor 4; Psi Upsilon. 
Prepared at The Hill School. 
ROBERT JOHN DOUGLAS 
8 Webster Street 
East Hartford 
Major : ENGINEERING 
Engineering Society 1, 2, 3; Brownell Club. 
Connecticut 
MYRON WALTER DRABOWSKY 
71 Barber Street 
Wilson Connecticut 
Major: ECONOMICS 
Baseball 1, 2, 3; Young Democrats 2; Newman Club 1, 2, 
3, 4; Alpha Chi Rho. 
Prepared at The Loomis School. 
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BARLOW DAY DRAYTON, JR. 
36 Durand Road 
Maplewood 
Major: HISTORY 
Football 1; Canterbury Club 1, 2, 3, 
Association 3, 4. 
Prepared at Columbia High School. 
New Jersey 
4; Foreign Policy 
DONALD HEMINGS DUFF 
228 South Main Street 
Thomaston 
Major : ECONOMICS 
Connecticut 
Soccer 1, 2, 3, 4; Basketball 1; Inter-Fraternity Council 4; 
Class President 3, 4; Sophomore Dining Club 3, 4; Medusa; 
Delta Phi. 
Prepared at Thomaston High School. 
Grosse Pointe 
HENRY EARLE, III 
390 Washington Road 
Major: HISTORY 
Michigan 
Squash 1; Young Republicans 4; Canterbury Club 1; Sports 
Car Club 3, 4; Corinthian Yacht Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Psi 
Upsilon. 
Prepared at Phillip's Academy, Andover. 
RICHARD OWINGS ELDER 
Hyde Maryland 
Major: MATHEMATICS 
Soccer 1, 2; LaCrosse 1, 2, 3, 4; Freshman Executive 
Council; Canterbury Club 1; Glee Club 1; Sophomore 
Dining Club; Junior Advisor; Sophomore Hop Committee; 
Alpha Delta Phi, Vice-President 4. 
Prepared at St. ]ames' High School. 
DAVID JOHN ELLIOTT 
London England 
Major : HISTORY 
Soccer 1; Track 1, 2; Band 1, 2; Sports Car Club, Secretary 
3, President 4; Foreign Policy Association 1, 2, President 
3, 4; Who's Who in American Colleges and Universities; 
Pi Kappa Alpha. 
Prepared at Darlington Hall. 
Plainville 
RICHARD PHILIP EWALD 
123A Broad Street 
Major : ECONOMICS 
Basketball 1. 
Prepared at Plainvillp High School. 
Connecticut 
EDWARD STEW ART FERGUSON 
44 Wood Avenue 
Weymouth 
Major : PSYCHOLOGY 
Football 1, 2; Baseball 1, 2; Alpha Chi Rho. 
Prepared at Weymouth High School. 
DONALD ARTHUR FINKBEINER, JR. 
1975 Richmond Road 
Toledo Ohio 
Major: HISTORY 
Rifle Team 1, 2, Captain 3, 4; WRTC 1, 2; Political 
Science Club 1; Alpha Delta Phi. 
Prepared at DeVilbiss High School. 
Massachusetts 
PHILIP ROBERT FLEISHMAN 
233 Pembroke Street 
Hattford Connecticut 
Major: PRE-MEDICAL 
Hillel Society 1, 2, 3, 4; Chemistry Club 1, 2, 3, Vice-
President 4; Phi Beta Kappa; Brownell Club. 
Prepared at Weaver High School. 
RONALD GEORGE FOSTER 
66 South Mountain Drive 
New Britain Connecticut 
Major: ENGLISH 
Squash 1, 2; Tennis 1, 2; Senate, Treasurer; Class President 
1, 2; Newman Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Jesters 1, 2, Business 
Manager 3; Sophomore Dining Club; Junior Advisor; 
Sophomore Hop Committee, Chairman; Campus Chest Com-
mittee 1, 2, Chairman 3; Medusa; Who's Who in American 
Colleges and Universities; Alpha Delta Phi. 
Prepared at New Britain High School. 
Rockville 
FERNEN EARLE FOX 
14705 Westbury Road 
Major : PHILOSOPHY 
Maryland 
Canterbury Club 1, 2, President 3; Glee Club 4; Philosophy 
Club 4; Carilloneurs 3; Pi Gamma Mu; Phi Beta Kappa. 
Prepared at Lower Merion High School. 
New York 
PETER FELDMAN FRANK 
480 Park Avenue 
Major : ECONOMICS 
WRTC 1, 2; Chapel Choir 1, 2, 4. 
Prepared at Columbia Grammar School. 
45 
New York 
BERTRAM GRAEME FRAZIER, III 
8233 Crittenden Srreer 
Philadelphia Pennsylvania 
Major: ECONOMICS 
Rifle Team 1, 2; Senate; Freshman Executive Council; 
WRTC 1, 2; Junior Advisor; Corinthian Yacht Club 3; 
Sr. Anthony Hall. 
Prepared at The William Penn Charter School. 
ROBERT ALEXANDER FREEMAN 
101 Hamilton Avenue 
Warerrown Connecticut 
Major: GOVERNMENT 
Basketball 1, 2, 3, 4; Tennis 1, 2, 3, 4; Inter-Dorm Council 
1; Young Republicans 4. 
Prepared at Highland Park High School. 
ALBERT F. GARIB 
109-14 Ascan Avenue 
Forese Hills 
Major: PRE-MEDICAL 
Foreign Policy Association 1, 2, 3, Secretary 4. 
Prepared at Forest Hills High School. 
New York 
ALBERT LEONARD GEETTER 
92 Fern Srreer 
Hartford Connecricur 
Major : PRE-MEDICAL 
Hillel Society 1, 2, 3, 4; Chemistry Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Glee 
Club 3, 4; Psychology Club 4. 
Prepared at Hartford Public High School. 
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DAVID PRESBY GIAMMATTEI 
45 Hemlock Drive 
North Tarrytown New York 
Major: HISTORY 
Squash 1; Inter-Dorm Council 1; Canterbury Club 1, 2, 3; 
Glee Club 1, 2; Junior Advisor; Ivy 2; Sophomore Hop 
Committee; Theta Xi. 
Prepared at St. Andrew's School. 
Hartsdale 
PAUL ANTHONY GIFFIN 
1600 Holmes Avenue 
Racine Wisconsin 
Major: PHYSICS 
Canterbury Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Glee Club 1, 2, Librarian 3, 4; 
Sigma Pi Sigma. 
Prepared at Sturgis High School. 
ROBERT HARTLEY GODFREY 
Lloyd Neck 
Huntington, Long Island New York 
Major: HISTORY 
Basketball 1, 2, 3, 4; Track 1, 2, 3, Co-Captain 4; Inter-
Dorm Council Secretary 2; Intra-Mural Board 1; Campus 
Dorm Council, Secretary 2; Intra-Mural Board 1; Campus 
Prepared at The Cranbrook School. 
JAMES MERWIN GOULD 
12 Rockledge Road 
Major: ENGLISH 
New York 
Soccer 1; Swimming 1; Track 2; Protestant Fellowship 1, 
2, 3, 4; Atheneum Society 2; Corinthian Yacht Club 2; 
Tripod 1. 
Prepared at Berlin High School. 
47 
South Orange 
PETER ROSS GREER 
354 Charlton Avenue 
Major : HISTORY 
New Jersey 
Swimming 1, 2; Tennis 1; Canterbury Club 1; Corinthian 
Yacht Club 2, 3, 4; Aviation Club 2, 3; Review 4; St. 
Anthony Hall. 
Prepared at Columbia High School. 
JOHN HALL 
1425 Greenend Avenue 
Middletown Rhode Island 
Major : ENGLISH 
Young Republicans 1; Canterbury Club 1, 2, Secretary 3; 
Review 3, 4. . 
Prepared at St. George's School. 
RICHARD HARVEY HALL 
480 Silver Sueet 
Agawam Massachusetts 
Major: HISTORY 
Football 1, 2, 3, 4; Basketball 1; LaCrosse 2, 3, Co-Captain 
4; Inter-Dorm Council, President 1; Sophomore Dining 
Club 2, 4, Vice-President 3; Junior Advisor; Sophomore 
Hop Committee; Medusa; Who's Who in American Colleges . 
and Universities; Cadet Council 1, President 4; Alpha Delta 
Phi, Treasurer 3. 
Prepared at Agawam High School. 
HENRY DAVEY HAMILTON 
Nearwater Lane 
Noroton Connecticut 
Major : ENGLISH 
Squash 1, 2; Tennis 1, 2; Glee Club 1; St. Anthony Hall. 
Prepared at the South Kent School. 
48 
Larchmont 
ARTHUR BROOKS HARLOW, JR. 
31 Searles Road 
Darien Connecticut 
Major: ENGLISH AND GOVERNMENT 
Soccer 1, 2; Swimming 1, 2, Captain 3, 4; Tennis 1, 2, 3, 
Captain 4; Young Republicans 4; Sophomore Dining Club; 
Alpha Delta Phi. 
Prepared at Groton School. 
DAVID LLOYD HOCKETT 
72 Howell Avenue 
New York 
Major: ENGLISH 
Swimming, Manager 1, 2, 3; Track, Manager 1; Canterbury 
Club 1, 2, 3, 4; WRTC 1; Sports Car Club 3, 4. 
Prepared at Mamaroneck High School. 
Hamden 
JOHN PIGOTT HOEY 
105 Filbert Street 
Major: ENGLISH 
Connecticut 
Inter-Dorm Council 3, 4; Cinama Club, President 4; Chess 
Club 3, 4; Campus Chest Committee 2, 3. 
RAYMOND DONALD HOFFMAN 
Highbridge Street 
Fayetteville New York 
Major : PRE-MEDICAL 
Tennis 1, 2; Freshman Executive Council; Protestant Fellow-
ship 4; Junior Advisor; Theta Xi. 
Prepared at Williamsville High School. 
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GEORGE ROBERT HUTCHESON 
106 Leroy Avenue 
Tarrytown New York 
Major: HISTORY 
Soccer I ; Young Republicans 1, 2; Philosophy Club 2, 4.; 
Psychology Club 4. 
Prepared at W ashrington Irving High School. 
VINCENT JOSEPH IRWIN, III 
Avon Old Farms 
Avon 
Major : ECONOMICS 
WRTC 2; Glee Club 3; Sports Car Club 3, 4. 
Prepared at Avon Old Farms School. 
Connecticut 
JOHN LAWRENCE JOHNSTON 
I65 East 64th Street 
New York New York 
Squash 1, 2, 3, 4; Inter-Dorm Council I; Intra-Mural 
Board 4; Newman Club 2, 3, 4; Jesters I; Cheerleaders 
2, 3; Junior Advisor; Corinthian Yacht Club 2, 3; Alpha 
Delta Phi. 
Prepared at The Canterbury School. 
RUSSELL BLACK JONES, JR. 
Plumly Farm 
Westtown Pennsylvania 
Major : GERMAN 
Soccer 1, 2, 3, 4; Squash 1; Inter-Fraternity Council 4; 
Jesters 1, 2; Glee Club 1; Ivy 1, 2, Business Manager 3, 4; 
Inter-Fraternity Ball Committee 4; St. Anthony Hall. 
Prepared at The Haverford School. 
50 
Lake Forest 
WARD SWIFf JUST 
2001 Knollwood Road 
Major: ENGLISH 
Illinois 
Corinthian Yacht Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Review 2, 3, 4; Psi 
Upsilon. 
Prepared at The Cranbrook School. 
NORMAN CHARLES KAYSER 
13 Vincent Street 
Chatham New Jersey 
Major : HISTORY 
WRTC 1, 2; Philosophy Club 3, 4; Review 3, Advertising 
Manager 4; Military Ball Committee 4; Delta Phi. 
Prepared at Columbia High ~chool. 
WILLIAM FRANCIS KEATING, JR. 




Prepared at Cushing Academy. 
GEORGE JOSEPH KELLEHER, JR. 
17 Oakdale Avenue 
Westfield Massachusetts 
Major: HISTORY 
Football 1, 2, 3, Co-Captain 4; Basketball 1, 2, 4; Baseball 
1, 2, 3, 4; Newman Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Sigma Nu. 
Prepared at Westfield High School. 
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Massachusetts 
JAMES GORDON KENEFICK, JR. 
482 Winthrop Avenue 
New Haven Connecticut 
Major: ECONOMICS 
Football 1; Baseball 1, 2; Inter-Dorm Council 3; Intra-
Mural Board 3; Newman Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Chemistry Club 
2; Band 1, 2, 3; Delta PhL 
Prepared at The Gunnery School. 
PAUL SHERBOURNE KENNEDY 




Inter-Dorm Council, President 3; Freshman Executive Coun-
cil; Class Vice-President 2; Christian Association 2, Treas-
urer 3, 4; Jesters 1, 2, President 3, 4; Sophomore Dining 
Club, President 3; Sophomore Hop Committee; Junior Prom 
Committee 3; Campus Chest Committee 2, Treasurer 3, 4; 
Who's Who in American Colleges and Universities; Alpha 
Delta Phi President 3. 
Prepared at Iolani High School. 
Oglesby 
DOUGLAS JAMES KIMBER 
301 Alice Avenue 
Major: ENGINEERING 
Illinois 
Basketball 1; Inter-Dorm Council 1, 2; Class Vice-President 
2; Junior Advisor; Sigma Pi Sigma; Alpha Chi Rho. 
Prepared at LaSalle-Peru School. 
RAYMOND CHARLES KISONAS 
48 Lindsley Street 
Waterbury Connecticut 
Major: INTERDEPARTMENTAL 
Football 1, 2, 3, 4; Track 1; Newman Club 1, 2, 3, 4. 
Prepared at Trinity-Pawling School. 
52 
PHILIP DURFEE KLESS 
1732 North Troy Street 
Arlington Virginia 
Major: ENGLISH & INTERDEPARTMENTAL SCIENCE 
Track 1; Young Republicans 4; Canterbury Club -1, 2, 4; 
Engineering Society 4; Alpha Chi Rho. 
Prepared at Calvin Coolidge High School. 
RICHARD PAUL KOMPALLA 
228 Chelsea Place 
Buffalo New York 
Major: ECONOMICS 
Ivy 1; Tripod 1, 2, Circulation Manager 3, Business Man-
ager 4; Review 3, 4; Handbook 3, 4; Theta Xi. 
Prepared at Bennett High School. 
Winnetka 
THOMAS CHARLES KRATZ 
1010 Pine Street 
Major: ECONOMICS 
Protestant Fellowship 4. 
Prepared at North Shore Country Day School. 
Highland Park 
Illinois 
JOHN JAY KUIPER 
327 Lambert Tree Road 
Major: PRE-MEDICAL 
Illinois 
Soccer 1; Senate; Young Republicans 2; Junior Advisor; 
Alpha Chi Rho, Vice-President 4. 
Prepared at Highland Park High School. 
PHILIP HERBERT KYLANDER, JR. 
52 Bonnyview Road 
West Hartford Connecticut 
Major: GERMAN 
Protestant Fellowship 4; Carillonneurs 3, 4; Campus Chest 
Committee 2; Brownell Club. 
Prepared at Bulkeley High St:hool. 
Demarest 
RONALD VITO LABELLA 
274 County Road 
Major : HISTORY 
New Jersey 
Football 1; Track 1, 2; Inter-Fraternity Council 4; Spanish 
Club 3; Cheerleaders 3; Sigma Nu. 
Prepared at Tenafly High School. 
New York 
IKE LASHER 
245 Lexington Avenue 
Major: HISTORY 
New York 
Swimming 1; laCrosse 2; Inter-Dorm Council 1; Jesters 
2, 3; Sophomore Dining Club; Ivy 4; Tripod 1, 2, Sports 
Editor 3, 4; Campus Chest Committee 2, 3; Delta Kappa 
Epsilon. 
Prepared at Bronx High School of Science. 
Bloomfield 
JOSEPH LOUIS LA VIER! 
561 Park Avenue 
Major : ENGINEERING 
Connecticut 
Newman Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Engineering Society 1, 2, 3, 4; 
Brownell Oub. 
Prepared at Weaver High School. 
54 




Inter-Dorm Council 1; Jesters 1, 2; WRTC 1, 2, 3; Band 
1, 2, 3; Tripod 1, 2, 3, 4; Review 3; Theta Xi, Vice-
President 3. 
Prepared at Chillicothe High School. 
STEPHEN VAUGHAN LETCHER 
5330 Foster Avenue 
Chicago Illinois 
Major: MATHEMATICS AND PHYSICS 
Swimming 1; Inter-Dorm Council 1; Protestant Fellowship 
1, 2; Junior Advisor; Sigma Pi Sigma, President 4; Delta 
Phi, Treasurer 3. 
Prepared at McHenry High School. 
MICHAEL ABRAHAM LEVIN 
125 Oxford Road 
New Rochelle New Y ark 
Major: ECONOMICS AND ROMANCE LANGUAGES 
Squash 1; Fencing 2; Hillel Society 1; WRTC 1, 2, 3, 4; 
Spanish Club 1; Cercolo Italiano 4; Ivy 1, 2, 4; Tripod 
1, 2, 4; Review 3, 4; Pi Kappa Alpha. 
Prepared at New Rochelle High School. 
EUGENE HENRY LOCKFELD 
1661 Cooper Road 
Scotch Plains New Jersey 
Major : HISTORY AND MUSIC 
Hillel Society 1; Glee Club 1, 2, Publicity Manager 3, 
Business Manager and Student Director 4; Bishop's Men 
3, 4; Theta Xi. 
Prepared at Westfield High School. 
55 
New Haven 
KEVIN MICHAEL LOGAN 
2000 Chapel Street 
Major : HISTORY 
Connecticut 
Swimming 1, 2, 3, Captain 4; Baseball 1, 2, 3, 4; Newman 
Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Sophomore Dining Club; Junior Advisor; 
Alpha Delta Phi. 
Prepared at Hopkins Grammar School. 
WILLIAM DAVID LUKE, JR. 
300 Country Club Drive 
Wilmington Delaware 
Major : INTERDEPARTMENTAL 
Track 2, 3; Young Republicans 2, 3, 4; Canterbury Club 
2, 3; Cheerleaders 4; Delta Kappa Epsilon. 
Prepared at St. Andrew's School. 
W ALFRID GUST AF LUNDBORG, JR. 




Prepared at Philips Academy, Andover 
MALCOLM MURDOCH MacDONALD 
25 Dolphin Green 
Pore Washington New York · 
Major: ENGLISH 
Squash 1; Canterbury Club 1; Corinthian Yacht Club 1, 2, 
3; Alpha Delta Phi, Secretary 4. 




1 71 Powder House Boulevard 
West Somerville Massachusetts 
Major: HISTORY 
Basketball 1; Freshman Executive Council; Junior Advisor. 
Prepared at Somerville High School. 
DOUGLAS EDSALL MacLEOD 
10 Maxwell Road 
Garden Ciry New York 
Major : SPANISH 
Football 1; LaCrosse 1, 2, 3, Co-Captain 4; Senate; Young 
Republicans 2, 3, Chairman 4; Canterbury Club 1 2; 
WRTC 1 2; Spanish Club 2, 3, Secretary 4 ; Cheerleaders 
2, 3, Captain 4; Delta Kappa Epsilon, President 4. 
Prepared at Cherry Valley High School. 
Augusta 
PAUL SPURGEON MacLEOD 
24 Myrde Srreet 
Major: HISTORY 
Maine 
Basketball 1, 2; Track 1, 3; Inter-Fraternity Council 4 ; 
Inter-Dorm Council 1; Young Republicans 2, 4; Canterbury 
Club 1; Delta Kappa Epsilon. 
Prepared at The Shattuck School. 
PETER ALLEN MAKRIANES 
74 Nevins Avenue 
Longmeadow Massachusetts 
Major: GOVERNMENT 
Young Republicans 3, 4; Corinthian Yacht Club 3, 4; 
Tripod 3, 4; Psi Upsilon President 4. 
Prepared at Cathedral High School. 
57 
Woodmont 




Rifle Team 2; Canterbury Club 3, 4; WRTC 4; Ivy 1; 
Junior Prom Committee; Alpha Chi Rho. 
Prepared at Danbury High School. 
LEONARD MARENNA, JR. 
185 New Haven Avenue 
Connecticut 
Major : PSYCHOLOGY 
Psychology Club 3, 4; Sports Car Club 3. 
Prepared at Collegiate Preparatory School. 
Maplewood 
PAUL BORDEN MARION 
464 Richmond Avenue 
Major: INTERDEPARTMENTAL 
New Jersey 
Track 1; LaCrosse 2, 3, 4; Young Republicans 1, 2, 3, 4; 
WRTC 1; Foreign Policy Association 1; Junior Prom Com-
mittee; Delta Kappa Epsilon, Vice-President 4. 
Prepared at Columbia High School. 
HUGH DAVID McCRACKEN, JR. 
34 Cranston Street 
Wethersfield Connecticut 
Major: MATHEMATICS 
Soccer 1, 3; Baseball 1; Inter-Dorm Council 3; Newman 
Club 1, 2, 4; Junior Prom Committee; Military Ball Com-
mittee 4; Sigma Nu. 
Prepared at Wethersfield High School. 
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WILLIAM JAMES McGILL, JR. 
2539 Brassie Avenue 
Flossmoor Illinois 
Major: HISTORY 
Swimming 1, 2, 4; Baseball 1; Ivy 1; Tripod 1, 2, 4; Phi 
Beta Kappa; Alpha Rho, Secretary 4. 
Prepared at Thornton Township High School. 
WILLIAM DONALD McGINN 
Bloomfield 
19 Olive Street 
Windsor Locks Connecticut 
Major: HISTORY 
Basketball 1, 2; Baseball 1, 2; Newman Club 1, 2, 3, 4; 
Brownell Club. 
Prepared at Windsor LockJ High School. 
JEREMIAH HALL McKELVY 
Bobolink Lane 
Greenwich Connecticut 
Major: FINE ARTS 
Tennis 1; Rille Team 1. 2; Young Republicans 4; WRTC 
3, 4; Spanish Club 1; Sports Car Club 3; Corinthian Yacht 
Club 2, 3; Pi Kappa Alpha, President 4. 
Prepared at The Choate School. 
ROBERT JAMES McMAHON 
644 Bloomfield Avenue · 
Connecticut 
Major : ECONOMICS 
Newman Club 1, 2, Treasurer 3, 4; Brownell Club. 
Prepared at Weaver High School. 
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PAUL MELNYK 
27 Bond Street 
Hartford Connecticut 
Major : ECONOMICS AND PHILOSOPHY 
Soccer 1; Newman Club 1; Phi Kappa Psi. 
Prepared at Ukranian Real·Gymnasium. 
JAMES EARL MELROSE 
145 Dover Road 
West Hartford, 
Major : PRE-MEDICAL 
Connecticut 
Hillel Society 1, 2, 3, 4; Chemistry Club 4; Philosophy Club 
3, 4; Brownell Club. 
Prepared at Hall High School. 
JAMES PHILLIPS MILLER 
7054 Woodland Avenue 
Ben Avon, Pittsburgh 
Major : ENGLISH 
Pennsylvania 
Baseball 1; Freshman Executive Council; Class Vice-Presi-
dent 1; Jesters 1; Sophomore Dining Club; Corinthian 
Yacht Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Alpha Delta Phi. 
Prepared at Shady Side Academy. 
JOHN RANDALL MINER, JR. 
3 Courtland Street 
Westerly Rhode Island 
Major : INTERDEPARTMENTAL SCIENCE 
Football 1; Baseball 1; Track 2, 3, 4; Intra-Mural Board 3; 
Young Republicans 1, 2, 3, 4; Canterbury Club 1, 2, 3, 4; 
Aviation Club 3; Sophomore Hop Committee; Junior Prom 
Committee; Military Ball Committee 2, 3; Delta Kappa 
Epsilon. 
Prepared at Stonington High School. 
60 
CHARLES EDWIN MORHARDT 




Prepared at Evander-Childs High School. 
WILLIAM FOSDICK MORRISON 
20 Reed Street 
Stratford Connecticut 
Major: ECONOMICS 
Football 1, 2, 3, 4; LaCrosse 1, 2, 3, 4; Intra-Mural Board, 
Vice-President 4; Young Republicans 2, 4; Protestant Fel-
lowship 2, 3; Band 1, 2, 3, President 4; Junior Advisor; 
Tripod 2, 3, 4; Delta Phi. 
Prepared at Milford High School. 




Protestant Fellowship 1, 2; WRTC 1; Phi Kappa Psi. 
Prepared at Thayer High School. 
New York 
EGBERT LAIRD MORTIMER, III 
207 Paddingron Road 
Balrimore Maryland 
Major: HISTORY 
Rille Team 1, 2; Junior Advisor; Tripod l, 2, Managing 
Ediror 3, Ediror-in-Chief 4; Review 3, 4; Handbook 2; 
Who's Who in American Colleges and Universities; Alpha 
Delra Phi. 




215 Auburn Road 
Major: PRE-MEDICAL 
Connecticut 
Freshman Executive Council; Hillel Society 1, 4, Secretary 
2, Vice-President 3, 4; Sophomore Hop Committee; Cam-
pus Chest Committee 3; Phi Beta Kappa; Brownell Club. 
Prepared at The Loomis School. 
SAMUEL FRANCIS NINESS, JR. 




Football 1, 2, 3, Co-Captain 4; Basketball 1, 2, 3, 4; Base-
ball 1; Golf 2, 3, Captain 4; Inter-Dormitory Council 2, 3; 
Class Marshall; Sophomore Dining Club; Sophomore Hop 
Committee; Alpha Delta Phi. 





Soccer 1; Cheerleaders 2; Band 1, 2; Glee Club 1, 2, 4; 
Bishop's Men 4; Pi Kappa Alpha. 
Prepared at Ellesmere College, England. 
DWIGHT LIVINGSTON COLEGROVE OARR 
391 Post Road 
Cos Cob Connecticut 
Major: MUSIC 
Protestant Fellowship 4; Chapel Organist 1, 2, 3, 4; Phi 
Beta Kappa. 
Prepared at The King School. 
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JOHN JOSEPH O'CONNELL, JR. 
445 Garden Street 
Hartford Connecticut 
Major: PSYCHOLOGY 
Senate; Cheerleaders I, 2; Psychology Club 3, 4; Campus 
Chest Committee 4; Who's Who in American Colleges and 
Uni·versities; Brownell Club. 
Prepared at The Loomis School. 
RUSSELL WILLIAM PARTRIDGE 
100 Center Street 
Wethersfield Connecticut 
Major : HISTORY 
Soccer 1, 2, 3, 4; Junior Prom Committee; Sigma Nu. 
Prepared at Wethersfield High School. 





Soccer 1, 2; Basketball 1; Golf 2, 3, 4; Tennis 1; Sopho-
more Dining Club; Alpha Delta Phi. 
Prepared at Mt. Hermon High School. 
MARTIN KERSHAW PAYNE 
98 Yale Street 
Springfield Massachusetts 
Major: INTERDEPARTMENTAL SCIENCE 
Soccer 1; Inter-Dormitory Council 3; Canterbury Club 1, 
Vice-President 2, 3, 4; Glee Club 2, 3, Secretary 4; Caril-
loneurs 3, 4; Engineering Society 1, 2, 3, 4; Phi Kappa Psi. 





Major: FINE ARTS 
Connecticut 
Soccer 1, 2, 3; Squash 1, 2; Track 1, 2; Tennis 4; Sports 
Car Club 3, 4; Corinthian Yacht Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Psi 
Upsilon. 
Prepared at Deerfield Academy. 
DEREK CARTER PERSHOUSE 
110 Lydecker Street 
Englewood New Jersey 
Major: ENGLISH 
WRTC 1; Sports Car Club 4; Aviation Club 2, 3; Junior 
Prom Committee; St. Anthony Hall. 
Prepared at The Kent School. 
Westfield 
WILLIAM NEIL PIERCE, JR. 
763 Kimball Avenue 
New Jersey 
Major: GOVERNMENT 
Track 1, 2, 3, 4; Inter-Fraternity Council, President 4; 
Freshman Executive Council; Class Secretary-Treasurer 1, 2, 
3, 4; Young Republicans 4; Sophomore Dining Club, Sec-
retary-Treasurer 2; Junior Advisor; Sophomore Hop Com-
mittee; Junior Prom Committee; Senior Ball Co=ittee; 
IFC Ball Committee; Military Ball Committee; Campus 
Chest Committee; Medusa; Who's Who in American Col-
leges and Universities; Alpha Delta Phi. 
Prepared at Pennsylvania Military School. 
DONALD MARION PILLSBURY, JR. 
12 East Amherst Road 
Bala-Cynwyd Pennsylvania 
Major: INTERDEPARTMENTAL SCIENCE 
WRTC 1, 2; Glee Club 1; Engineering Society 1, 2, 3, 4; 
Theta Xi, Treasurer 3. 
Prepared at The Episcopal Academy. 
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Hanford 
MYRON MATTHEW PISETSKY 
207 Cornwall Street 
Hanford Connecticut 
Major : PRE-MEDICAL 
Hillel Society 1, 2, 3, 4; Chemistry Club 2, 4; Band 1, 2, 
3, 4; Phi Beta Kappa; Brownell Club. 
Prepared at Weaver High School. 
JAMES JOHN PITCHELL 
272 Grandview Terrace 
Connecticut 
Major : ENGINEERING 
Basketball 1, 2; Baseball 1; Engineering Society 2, 3, 4; 
Alpha Chi Rho. 
Prepared at Bulkeley High School. 
STUART SHUMWAY POOLE 
999 Ringwood Road 
Lake Forest Illinois 
Major : MUSIC 
Soccer 1, 2, 3, 4; WRTC; Corinthian Yacht Club. 
Prepared at Lake Forest Academy. 
FRANK DONALD POPOWICS, JR. 
Lake Road 
East Hampton Connecticut 
Major : INTERDEPARTMENTAL SCIENCE 
Inter-Fraternity Council 4; Canterbury Club 2, 3, 4; Phi 
Kappa Psi. 
Prepared at East Hampton High School. 
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WILLIAM EDWARD PRICE 
72 Center Street 
Windsor locks Connecticut 
Major: EDUCATION 
Newman Club 4; Education Club 4; Brownell Club. 
Prepared at Windsor Locks High School. 
DOUGLAS BOWL YN RAYNARD 
430 Wolcott Hill Road 
W etherslield Connecticut 
Major : HISTORY 
Soccer 1, 2, 3, Co-Captain 4; Basketball 1; Baseball I, 3, 4; 
Senate; Canterbury Club 2, 3, 4; Medusa; Who's Who in 
American Colleges and Universities; Sigma Nu, President 4. 
Prepared at Wethers field High School. 
EDWIN WALTER REICHARD 
Manchester 
149 East Middle Turnpike 
Major : HISTORY 
Connecticut 
Cross-Country 1; Protestant Fellowship 4; Brownell Club. 
Prepared at Manchester High School. 
HARRY CLINTON REICHARD, JR. 
830 Montgomery Avenue 
Bryn Mawr 
Major: PRE-MEDICAl 
Track 1; Glee Club 1, 2; Delta Phi. 
Prepared at The Hill School. 
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Pennsylvania 
RODNEY CHARTER REYNOLDS 
375 Park Road 
West Hartford Connecticut 
Major : ECONOMICS 
Young Republicans 3; Sigma Nu. 
Prepared at The LoomiJ School. 
Hartford 
NORMAND DENIS RICHARD 
186 Park Street 
Connecticur 
Major : ECONOMICS 
Young Democrats 1, 2; Newman Club 1, 2, tl; Education 
Club 4; Sports Car Club 4; Engineering Sociery 4; Campus 
Chest Committee 1; Brownell Club. 
Prepared at Hartford Public High School. 
WILLIAMS OLIVER RICHARDS 
219 Holly Street 
Cranford New Jersey 
Major : ENGINEERING AND FINE ARTS 
Inter-Fraternity Council , Secretary 4 ; Ivy 1; Tripod 1, 2, 3, 
Photography Editor 4; Alpha Chi Rho. 
Prepared at Cranford High School . 
ROBERT EDWARD RICHARDSON, JR. 
Manchester 
203 Highland Street 
Major : HISTORY 
Band 1, 2, 3, Assistant Director 4. 
Prepared at MancheJter High School. 
Connecticut 
67 
DAVID CHRISTIAN ROHLFING 
1110 12th Street 
Rock Island Illinois 
Major: PHILOSOPHY AND CLASSICS 
Protestant Fellowship 1, 2, 3, 4; Atheneum Society 1, Treas-
urer 2, Secretary 3,4; WRTC 1; Band 1; Glee Club 1, 2; 
Philosophy Club 3, 4; Junior Advisor; Pi Kappa Alpha, 
President 4. 
Prepared at Rock bland High School. 
ROBERT MORTON ROSENFELD 
28 Brookline Drive 
West Hartford Connecticut 
Major : HISTORY 
Hillel Society 1, 2, 3, 4; Political Science Club 3, 4; Campus 
Chest Committee; Brownell Club. 
Prepared at Hall High School. 
Stratford 
JOHN ARNOLD ROSS 
1 721 Elm Street 
Major : PSYCHOLOGY 
Connecticut 
Fencing 1, 2; Canterbury Club 1, 2; Glee Club 1, 2, 3; 
Psychology Club 3, 4; Corinthian Yacht Club 1, 2; Pi 
Kappa Alpha. 
Prepared at Hopkins Grammar School. 
CL YDEN STEVENSON ROWLEY, JR. 
625 North Oak Park Avenue 
Oak Park 
Major: HISTORY 
Canterbury Club 1, 2; Jesters 1, 2. 
Prepared at Oak Park High School. 
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Illinois 
PAUL WILLIAM RUSSO, JR. 
106 Bristol Road 
Wellesley Hills Massachusetts 
Major: HISTORY 
Football 1, 2, 3; Baseball 1, 2, 3; Newman Club; Alpha 
Delra Phi. 
Prepared at Kimball Union High School. 




Football 1; Phi Kappa Psi . 
Prepared at Sim:bury High School. 
Connecricur 
RICHARD JOSEPH SALAMON 
15 7 Grove Srreer 
New Britain Connecricur 
Major : EDUCATION 
Basketball 1, 2, 3, 4; Baseball 2, 3, 4; Spanish Club 3; 
Brownell Club. 
Prepared at New Britain High School. 
WALTER CHARLES SHANNON, JR. 
57 Highland Avenue 
Warerrown Connecticut 
Major : ENGLISH 
Swimming 1, 2, 3, Captain 4; Inter-Dormitory Council 2; 
Newman Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Sophomore Dining Club; Junior 
Advisor; Thera Xi. 
Prepared at Sacred Heart High School 
69 
ROBERT AUSTIN SHAW 
221 Spring Street 
East Greenwich Rhode Island 
Major: FINE ARTS 
Squash 1; Canterbury Club 1, 2, 3, 4; WRTC 1, 2; Spanish 
Club 1, 2, 3; Sports Car Club 3; Corinthian Yacht Club 
1, 2, 3, 4; Tripod 3, 4; Review 4; Handbook 4; Junior 
Prom Committee; Thera Xi. 
Tampa 
Prepared at Bait Greenwich High School. 
CRATON SMITH SHEFFIELD 
3305 McKay Avenue 
Major: SPANISH 
Florida 
Rifle Team 1; Young Republicans 2, 3, 4; Canterbury Club 
1; Spanish Club 2, 3, 4; Band 1, 2; Glee Club 2, 3; Ivy 4; 
Tripod 2, 3, 4; Delta Kappa Epsilon. 
Prepared at Pelham Memorial High School. 
JOHN DUNCAN SHIELDS 
Cedar Swamp Road 
Glen Head New York 
Major:_ FINE ARTS 
Soccer 1; Squash 1, 2; LaCrosse 1, 2; Sports Car Club 3, 
Secretary 4; Cinema Club 4; Foreign Policy Association 
3, 4; Corinthian Yacht Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Aviation Club 3; 
Review . 4; Who'J Who in American Collegei and Uni-
veriitin; Psi Upsilon, President 4. · 
Prepared at Deerfield Academy. 
FREDERICK PONSONBY-SEXTON SILL 
Balboa Heights Panama, Canal Zone 
Major: ROMANCE LANGUAGES 
Canterbury Club 1, 2; Jesters 1, 2, 4; Spanish Club 4; 
Cercolo Italiano 4; Cinema Club 2. 
Prepared at The Kent School. 
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MANDEL ELIHU SLATER 
11 Pine Road 
West Hartford Connecticut 
Major : CHEMISTRY AND PHYSICS 
Hillel Society 1, 2, 4, Treasurer 3; Chemistry Club 3, 4; 
Political Science Club 1; Sigma Pi Sigma; Phi Beta Kappa; 
Brownell Club. 
Prepared at Hall High School. 
Rancocas 
BARRY K.EAT SLEATH 
Box 157 
Major : ECONOMICS 
New Jersey 
Swimming 1; Young Republicans 3, 4; Atheneum Society 
1; Spanish Club 3, 4; Glee Club 1; Delta Kappa Epsilon. 
Prepared at BriJtol High School. 
CECIL FREDERIC SNIDER 
Walnut Illinois 
Major : HISTORY 
Track 1, 2, 3, 4; Senate; Young Republicans 1; Hillel 
Sociery 1; Jesters 1, 2, 3, 4; 'Ivy 1; Delta Phi. 
Prepared at Walnut High School. 
FRANZ THEODORE SOLMSSEN 
1199 Main Street 
Newington Connecticut 
Major : ENGLISH 
LaCrosse 1, 2; Canterbury Club 1; Glee Club 1, 2; Review 
3, 4; St. Anthony Hall. 
Prepared at The Darrow School. 
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Hartford 
JOSEPH PAUL SPATT 
11 7 Zion Street 
Major: HISTORY 
Connecticut 
Cross Country 1, 2, 3; Swimming 1, 2, 3, 4; Track 1, 2, 
3, 4; Young Republicans 2, 4; Canterbury Club 1; Theta 
Xi, Treasurer 3. 
Prepared at Bulkeley High School. 
HENRY DYKE N. SPEAR, JR. 
18 Hugh Street 
West Hartford Conneaicut 
Major : ENGLISH AND GOVERNMENT 
Soccer 1; Young Republicans 1, 2, 3, 4; Political Science 
Club 2, 3, President 4; Junior Advisor; Tripod 1, 2, 3, 4; 
Campus Chest Committee 1; Phi Kappa Psi, Secretary 3, 
Vice-President 4. 
Prepared at Hall High School. 
WILLIAM FRANKLIN STECK, III 
1191 Broad Street 
Hartford 
Major: ECONOMICS 
Swimming 1-; Inter-Dorm Council 1; Sigma Nu. 
Prepared at Crosby High School. 
ROBERT MARTIN McCUTCHEON 
STEVENSON, JR. 
115 Y2 Bollingwood Road 
Charlottesville Virginia 
Major: ENGLISH AND MUSIC 
Tennis, Manager 2, 3, 4; Young Republicans 4; WRTC 
I, 2, 3, Music Direaor 4; Glee Club 1; Chapel Choir 
2, 3, 4; Sports Car Club, Treasurer 3, 4; Foreign Policy 
Association 4; Corinthian Yacht Club 3, 4; Tripod 3, 4; 
Review 4; Who's Who in American Colleges and Uni-
versities; Psi Upsilon. 
Prepared at St. Albans School. 
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Conneaicut 
DONALD BURTON STOKES 
33 Bellevue Place 
Middletown Connecticut 
Major: HISTORY 
Baseball 2; Young Republicans 2; Protestant Fellowship 2; 
Glee Club 2; Sigma Nu. 
Prepared at Wilson High s~hool. 
SAMUEL MacDONALD STONE, II 
11 Glenbrook Road 
West Hartford Connecticut 
Major : PSYCHOLOGY 
Canterbury Club 2; WRTC 2, 3; Chapel Choir 2; Psychol-
ogy Club 4. 
Prepared at Hall High s~hool. 
WILLIAM LEE STOUT 
Locust New Jersey 
Major: ECONOMICS 
Football 1, 2, 3; LaCrosse 1, 2; Inter-Dorm Council 1; 
Sophomore Dining Club; Junior Advisor; Alpha Delta Phi. 
Prepared at Deerfield A~ademy. 
GORDON WARREN SZAMIER 
Crissey Lane 
Southington Connecticut 
Major: HISTORY AND EDUCATION 
Newman Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Political Science Club 1; Tripod 
1; Pi Kappa Alpha. 
Prepared at Bristol High s~hool. 
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Ashton 
DONALD SCHOFIELD TAYLOR 
15 Oakwood Street 
East Hartford Connecticut 
Major: ECONOMICS 
Football 1, 2, 3, 4; Swimming 1, 2, 3, 4; Young Rep~b­
licans 1; Glee Club 1, 2; Sports Car Club 4; Sophomore 
Hop Committee; Alpha Chi Rho. 
Prepared at The Loomis School. 
MELVIN CARL TEWS 
Illinois 
Major: MATHEMATICS AND PHYSICS 
Protestant Fellowship 1, 2; WRTC 1, 2; Engineering Society 
4; Delta Phi. 
Prepared at Ashton High School. 
JOSEPH ALEXANDER THERRIEN, JR. 
157 Maplewood Avenue 
West Hartford Connecticut 
Major : PRE-MEDICAL 
Newma.n Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Chemistry Club 1, 2, 3, 4; 
Political Science Club 1; Brownell Club. 
Prepared at Hall High School. 
FREDERICK MOORE TOBIN 
20 Mountain View Terrace 
Hamden Connecticut 
Major : HISTORY 
Football 1; Newman Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Cheerleaders 3, 4; 
Band 1, 2; Military Ball Committee 4; Sigma Nu, Treas-
urer 4. 
Prepared at The Taft School. 
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ANTHONY JOSEPH V ALDATI, JR. 
New London Turnpike 
Glastonbury Connecticut 
Major: MATHEMATICS 
Intra-Mural Board 3, 4; Newman Club I, 2, 3, 4; Le Cercle 
Fran~ais I, 2; Brownell Club. 
Prepared at Glastonbury High School. 
MURRAY AARON VARAT 
6 Jonathan Avenue 
Hicksville New York 
Major : PRE-MEDICAL 
Young Democrats 3; Hillel Society I, 2, 3, 4; Psychology 
Club 4; Brownell Club, Secretary 4. 
Prepared at Glastonbury High School. 
NICHOLAS JOSEPH VINCENT 
1 72 Wethersfield A venue 
Hartford Connecticut 
Major : PRE-MEDICAL 
Basketball 1, 2, 3, Captain 4; Newman Club 1, 2, 3, 4; 
Chemistry Club 2, 3; Philosophy Club 3, 4; Medusa; Alpha 
Chi Rho, President 4. 
Prepared at Bulkeley High School. 
STEPHEN KURT von MOLNAR 
24 West 83rd Street 
New York New York 
Major : PHYSICS 
Soccer I, 2; Track 1, 2; Pipes 3, 4; Sigma Pi Sigma; Sigma 
Nu. 
Prepared at Phillips Academy, Andover. 
75 
Palmyra 
PETER ZACH WEBSTER 
245 Canandaigua Street 
Major: HISTORY 
New York 
Football, Manager 1; Squash 1; LaCrosse 2, 3, 4; Canterbury 
Club 1, 2; Corinthian Yacht Club 1. 
Prepared at Palmyra-Macedon Central High School. 
NELSON HENRY WHITE, JR. 
39 Hillside Street 
New Hartford Connecticut 
Major: GEOLOGY AND MATHEMATICS 
Brownell Club. 
Prepared at The Loomis School. 
PATRICK GORDON WHITNEY 
Monasterio 1420, Viciente Lopez 
Buenos Aires Argentina 
Major : SPANISH 
Soccer 1, 2; Swimming 1; Rifle Team 2; Jesters 2; Spanish 
Club 3, 4; Sports Car Club 3, 4; Corinthian Yacht Club 
2, 3, 4; Review 4; Sophomore Hop Committee; Military 
Ball Committee 2; Psi Upsilon. 
Prepared at Holderness High School. 
JAMES MARTIN WEIGMAN 
508 Highland Terrace 
Williamsport Pennsylvania 
Major: ECONOMICS AND ROMANCE LANGUAGES 
Swimming, Manager 1; WRTC 1, 2; Spanish Club 3, 4; 
Sophomore Hop Committee; Delta Phi. 
Prepared at The Peddie School. 
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DAVID LLOYD WILLIAMS 
34 Plumtree Circle 
Springfield Massachusetts 
Major: CHEMISTRY AND PHYSICS 
Protestant Fellowship 3, 4; Chemistry Club 4; Glee Club 
1, 2, 3, 4; Carilloneurs 3, 4; Sigma Pi Sigma. 
Prepared at Classical High School. 
JAMES DOUGLAS WILSON 
67 Sycamore Road 
Connecticut West Hartford 
Major : CLASSICS 
Track 1, 2; Golf 4; Young Republicans 1, 2, 3, Treasurer 
4; Atheneum Society 1; Political Science Club 1, 2, 3, 
Treasurer 4; Foreign Policy Association 1, 2, 3, Treasurer 
4; Alpha Chi Rho. 
Prepared at The Loomis School. 
PETER SEDGWICK WILSON 
Long Hill Road 
Clinton Connecticut 
Major : GEOLOGY AND HISTORY 
LaCrosse 1, 2, 3, 4; Inter-Fraternity Council 4; Canterbury 
Club 1, 2, 3, 4; WRTC 3, Treasurer 4; Tripod 3, 4; Cam-
pus Chest Committee 2; Theta Xi. 
Prepared at Tabor Academy. 
Hartford 
HENRY ALBERT WILUS 
29 Tredeau Street 
Major : MATHEMATICS 
Newman Club 4; Brownell Club. 
Prepared at Bulkeley H igh School. 
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Connecticut 
NATHANIEL ROBBINS WINSLOW, JR. 
136 Vreeland Avenue 
Leonia New Jersey 
Major : HISTORY 
Track 1, 2; Freshman Executive Council; Canterbury Club 
1; Jesters 3; Junior Advisor; Tripod 3, 4; Review 2; Pi 
Gamma Mu; Phi Beta Kappa; Delta Phi. 
Prepared at Highland Park High School. 
LEONARD HAROLD WOLIN 
2121 East 24th Street 
Brooklyn New York 
Major: PRE-MEDICAL 
Swimming 1; Intra-Mural Board 4; Young Democrats 1, 2; 
Hillel Society 1, 2, President 3, Vice-President 4; Chemistry 
Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Political Science Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Pi Kappa 
Alpha. 
Prepared at ]ames Madison High School. 
JOHN WILLIAM WOOD 
2742 Belvior Boulevard 
Shaker Heights Ohio 
Major : HISTORY 
Football 1; Track 1; Freshman Executive Council; Jesters 
2, 3, 4; Sophomore Dining Club; Alpha Delta Phi. 
Prepared at University School. 
JOHN HALL WOODWARD 




Baseball 1, Manager 2, 3, 4; Inter-Fraternity Council 4; 
Young Republicans 4; Canterbury Club 1; Jesters 1, 2, 3, 4; 
Psychology Club 3, 4; Corinthian Yacht Club 1, 2, 3, 4; 
Aviation Club 2, 3; Tripod 1, 2, 3, 4; Psi Upsilon. 
Prepared at South Kent High School. 
78 
ROBERT CHARLES WORTHEY 
1811 Loney Street 
Philadelphia Pennsylvania 
Major: CLASSICS 
Track 1; Inter-Dormitory Council 1, 2; Canterbury Club 
1, 3, 4, President 2; WRTC 1; Junior Advisor; Campus 
Chest Committee 3, 4; Alpha Chi Rho. 
Prepared at Frankford High School. 
seniors not photographed 
James Tyler Barber 
William David Clinton 
Humberto Ybarra Solano 
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First row: Wilson, L. R., '58; Creamer, F. B., Jr. , ' 58; 
Jones, R. B., Jr., '57; Bennett, D. Y .. '5 7; Hamilton, H . D . 
'57; Frazier, B. G., III, '57; Pershouse, D. C., '57; Greer, 
P. R., '57; Becherer, H. W ., '57; Bass, T. E., '58 . Second 
row: French, R. S., '59; Birney, F. W., '59; Hartz, J . C., 
'59; Dunning, P. S .. , '59; Wright, C. Q., '59; Hoag, T. D., 
'59; Reed, S. P., '58; Schacht, M. A., '58; Wallace, M. L., 
'58; Muir, J. K., '59; Kenny, D. H., '58; Noble, R. B., Jr., 
'58; Onderdonk, P. H., '59; Hamlett, J. R. '59; Thurston, 
A. C., '59; Ward, W . M., '59. Third row: Kelly, P. G., 
'59; Polk, S. S., '59; Toland, A. C., '59; Houston, F. K., 
59; Schoff. P. M., '59; Arndt, C. H., '59; Gibson, R. F., 
III, '58; Stebbins, R. R., Jr ., '59; Bockius, S. H., '58 ; 
Widing, C. J ., '59; Mcilvaine, L. H., Jr., '59; Wolfe, H. P., 
'58; Bigelow, C.. II, ~ 59 ; McClenahan, R. W., '5 7; Wycoff, 
G. W., Jr. , '59. Not Pictured: Haight, E. D ., Jr., '58; 
Beers, D . B., ' 57; Solmssen, F. T., '57. 

Fint row: Graham, G. R., Jr., '59; Shenkan, J . A. W., '58; 
Allen, J ., '58 ; Drinkaus, H . J ., '58; Drago, J. R., '58; 
Warder, W . W ., '58; Taylor, R. C. , III, '59. Second row: 
Stout, W. L. , '57; Clarke, R. M., '57; Hall, R. G., '58; 
Elder, R. 0 ., '57; Kennedy, P. S., '5 7; Mortimer, E. L. , III, 
'5 7; Pierce, W. N .,' Jr., '57; Russo, P. W ., Jr., '57; Wood, 
]. W ., '57. Third row: Crowe, A. C., Jr., '58 ; Outcalt, 
J. H ., '59; Foster, R. G., '57; Garrett, P. C., 58; Ralston, 
D. T. , '58; Finkbeiner, D. A. , Jr., '57; Doolittle, D., '57; 
Arrington, J . B., '5 7; MacDonald, M. M., '5 7; Niness, S. F., 
Jr., '5 7; Babington, E. L., '57; Harlow, A. B., Jr., '5 7; 
Johnston, J . L. , '57; Miller, J . P., '57; Logan, K. M., '5 7; 
Payne, A. D., '57; Bailey, R. H., '59; Bozzuto, C. D., '59. 
Fourth row: Brott, R. P. V., '58; Edwards, J . W ., '59; 
Franz, W. T., '59; Weiser, R. A., '59; Mannion, W . F., 
'59; Simshauser, P. D., '59; Lukens, W . W ., '59; Price, 
W . E., '57; Truscott, G. B., '59; Hathaway, N ., III, '59; 
Johnson, W . C. , J r. , '59; Kellogg, S., '59; Joy, J. F., '59; 







First row: Miner, ]. R., Jr., '57; Hiebert, J. M., Jr., '58; 
Dillon, J . C., '57; Sleath, B. K., '57; MacLeod, D. E., '57; 
Marion, P. B., '57; Luke, W . D., '5 7; Caine, M. S., '57 ; 
Freeman, R. A., '57. Second row: Lasher, 1., '58; Biddle, 
J. F. , II, '59; Young, M. C., '58; Corley, C. C., Jr., '58; 
Sheffield, C. S., '57; Lorson, E. W., '58; Martin, D., '58; 
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Hopkins, R. G., '58; Smith, J . D., '58; Ganak, F. S., '59; 
Cardwell, N . P., '59. Third row: Roschen, W. E., '58; 
Buswell, M. W., '58; MacLeod, P. S., '57; Ringland, J. M., 
'58; Thorpe, F. A., '58; Spencer, J. M., '58; Bailey, E. T., 







FjrJt rot11: Baker, H. B., '57; Stevenson, R. M., Jr., '57; 
Woodward, J. H ., '57; Boos, F. H ., '57; Whitney, P. G., 
'57; Shields, J . 0 ., '57; Percy, C., '57. Second row: Rogers, 
P. V., '58; Pickering, R. L., '58; Williams, B. ]. , '58; 
Parker, A. H., III, '58; Smith, S. B., '59; Hall, R. G., '58. 
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Th jrd row: Harris, D. H ., '59; Holbrook, T. T., '58;_ 
Spitzmueller, R. F., '59; Kenefick, D. J., III , '58; Toulson, 
W. H ., Jr., '58; Moran, B. A., '58; Nickerson, W. H., III, 
'59; Anderson, P. S., '59. 


First row: Levit, S. A. , '59; Reynolds, ]. A., '59; Miles, 
R. E., '59; Molineaux, F. B.. '59; Broberg, C. V., '59; 
Weeks, C. B. F., '59; Ables, W. R., '59; Canivan, ]. T., '59. 
Second row: Olson, J. E., '59; Case, C. K., '59; Mann, 
W. F., Jr., '57; Ferguson, E. S., '57; Curran, W. S., '57; 
Kuiper, ]. ]., '57; Vincent, N. J., '57; Case, G. E., '57; 
Worthey, R. C., '57; Taylor, D. S., '57; McGill, W . J., Jr., 
'57; Kless, P. D., '57; Crombie, P. A., Jr., '58. Third row: 
Donahue, J. R., '59; Brown, ]. E., '59; Nichols, C. S., '59; 
Adams, J. F., Jr., '59; Nelson, B. E., '59; Tubman, H. A., 
'59; Larsen, L. B., Jr., '58; Richards, W. 0 ., '57; Baker, 
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B. R., '57; Pitchell, J . J ., '57; Wilson, J . D ., '57; Segur, 
W . H., Jr., '58; Smith, P. C., '58 ; Sullivan, A. C., '60; 
Catlin, J. M., '58; Merrill, K. P., '58; Saunders, W . S., '58; 
Casello, ]. H ., '59. Fourth row: Russell, W. N., Jr., '58; 
Tyler, P. A., '58; Krawski, ]. A., '59; Brian, R. A., '59; 
Graham, W . J. , '59; Schaller, E. S., '59; Bogli, G. L., '58; 
Shea, B., '59; Loeffel , C. L., '58; Kay, F. D., Jr., '58; Foster, 
]. S., '59; Goodman, P. S., '59; Trott, ]. D., '58; Campion, 
P. S., '59; Brian, J. M., Jr., '58; Dodge, J. P., '58; Frost, 
D. L., '59; Kilty, W . J. , '58; McKee, A. D., '58. 

First row: Whaples, T. A., '38; Snider, C. F., '57; Illick, 
A. F., '58; Norris, J. B., '58; Oath, R . A. Second rou1: 
Reichard, H. C., '57; Kennefick, J . E., Jr., ' 57~ Bratt, P. J., 
'57; Winslow, N. R., Jr., '5 7; Terry, C. L. , '58; Christien-
sen, C. l., '57; Behr, R. L., '57; Letcher, S. V., '57; Duff, 
D. H., '57; Carnarano, R. J ., '57; Morrison, W . F., '57; 
Wiegman, J. M ., '57. Third row: Carter, R. H., '58; 
Shepperd, R. V., '58; Barth, J . K., '58; Griffin, J . J ., '58; 
Shera, J. C., '58; Back, R. W ., '58; Oliver, R. I., '58; 
Crandall, J. D., '58; Park, W. R., '58; Joslin, R. E., '58 ; 
Curtis, W . S., '58; Gleason, F. J ., Jr., '58 ; Thompson, F. E., 
'58; Kysar, K. P., '59; Harnish, R. L., '59; Clarke, J. G., 
'59; Foy, F. C. , Jr., '58; Tews, M. C., '59. Fourth row: 
Muench, L. W ., '58; Hersch, P. D., '59; Young, B. A., '59; 
Olton, R. M., '59; Ludlow, T. S., '59; Ford, C. E., '59; 
Webster, T. W ., '59; Dubel, E. S., '59; Flleuger, R. N .. '59; 
Jacklin, P. D., Jr., '59; Lagarde, H., '59; Hoppner, P. H., 
'59; Flannery, J . W., '58; Thompson, J . L. , '58; Melling, 
C. W . P. , '59; Albinson, K. R., '59; Ferrucci, P. P., '58. 
delta 





First row: Newton, G. D., '58; Condon, R. D., '57; Tobin, 
F. M., '57; Crusberg, W. C., '57; Raynard, D . B., '57; 
Stokes, D. B., '57; McCracken, H . D., Jr., '57; Baird, F. H., 
'57; Partridge, R. W., '57. Second row: Reopel, R. A., '59; 
Kisonas, R. D., '57; Cataldo, P. A., '57; McGowen, J. H ., 
'58; Sgro, J. A., '59; Nevens, D . H., '58; Posrein, A. G., 
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'58; Wilkinson, C. N., Jr., '58; Mcllwaine, R. H., '58; 
Schaupp, R., '58; Elsas, J . M., Jr., '58; Kisor, M., Jr., '58. 
Third row: Lourie, D. D., '58; MacDermott, W . H., '59; 
Polley, R. D., '58'; Bowden, T. G., '58; Law, J . W., '58; 
Ward, L. C., '59; Smith, R. A., '59; Moore, R. H ., '58; 
Keating, W. F., Jr., '57; Krim, R. A., '59. 
First row: Hoffmann, R. D., '57; Boynton, C. F., '58; 
Baxter, G. J ., '58; Bogert, G. A., Jr., '58; Detzler, ]. E., 
'57; Miles, K. D., '58; Rose, R. E., '58; Simmons, P. C., 
'58; Day, N. McP., '57. Second row: Fitts, H. E., '59; 
Formeister, W. J ., '59; Giammettei, D. P., '57; Mascagni, 
V., '57; Lockfeld, E. H., '57; Miller, W. E., '57; Learnard, 
W. E., '57; Studley, J. B., '58; Thompson, J. L., '58; Hassen, 






Scott, G. B., '58; Cass, T. M., '58; Zoob, M., '58. Third 
row: Fineschriber, F. W., '59; Healy, M. D., '59; Scheibe, 
K., '59; Kompalla , R. P. , '57; Painter, B. W ., Jr., '58; 
Eldredge, P., '58; Pillsbury, D. M., Jr., '57; Perce, R. M., 
Jr ., '59; Addison, D. P., '58; Shaw, R. A., '57; Lockie, 
L. M., Jr., '58; Lowenstein, P. D., '58; Shannon, W. C., 
'57; Long, C. J., '59; Spatt, ]. P., '57. 

First row: Daly, J. ]. , '57; Brown, T., '57 ; Wolin, L. H ., 
'57; Moser, G. V., Jr., '58; Rohlfing, D. C., '57; Barlow, 
D. J., '57; Wolcott, D. N., Jr., '57; McKelvy, J. H., '57; 
Szamier, G. W., '57. Secotul row: Nosworthy, C T., '57; 
Kury, F. L., '58; Kaufhold, R. D., '58; Scharf, R. G., '58; 
Crowe, J . P., '58; Enterline, R. ]., '58; Israel, M., '58; 
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Renelt, F. P., '58; Schwanz, M. S., '58; Elliott, D. J., '57; 
Ross, ]. A., '57. Third row: Berglass, F. M., '58; Prince, 
R. L., '59; Moorin, R .H., '59; Scharf, R. G., '58; Bates, 
R. W., '59; Spivak, T. 1., '59; Pfeffer, W . H ., '59; James, 
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First row: Payne, M. K., '57; Haff, B. T., '57; Spear, 
H . D. N ., ]c., '57; McDonald, D., '58; Bulkley, F. W., '57; 
Popowics, F. D., '57; St. John, R. R., '57 .• Second row: 
Fischbien, F. I., '59; Werner, F. H ., '58; Mauck, F. A., '59; 
Swift, ]. B., Jr., '59; Smith, F. L., III, '59; Gladfelter, B. G., 








'58; Gordon, R. D., '58; Elting, E. E., Jr., '58; Perkins, 
R. E. , '58 . Third row: Englehardt, A., '59; Leiber, A., '59; 
Mills, P. R., Jr., '59; McDonough, M., '59; Hoover, L. M., 
'59; Evenson, W . F., '59; Robertson, D. D., '58; Bond, 
R. W., III, '59; Moreschi, ]. P., '59; Barrie, F. C., II, '59; 
Krupp, A. F., '58. 

FirJt row: Kylander, P. H., Jr., '57; Rosenfeld, R. M., '57; 
Melrose, J . E., '57; Daniels, J . M., '57; Wilus, H. A., '5 7; 
Valdati, A. J ., Jr., '57; White, N. H., Jr., '57; McMahon, 
R. J., '57; Barber, T. A., '57; O'Connell, f. J ., Jr., '57. 
Second row: Kulas, R. P., '58; Fleischman, P. R. F., '57; 
Reichard, E. W ., '57; Laurri, J . L. , '57; Elliot, B. A., '58; 
Bradley, E. E., '57; Bonsignore, J . J., '57; Varat, M. A., '57; 
Kidder, J. H. , '58 ; Beristain, C. D., '59; Ora, H . 0 ., '5 7 . 
. Third row: Woodward, T. M., Jr., '58; Pizzella, R. ]., '59; 
Brown, L., '57; Myerson, M., '57; Lawrence, ]. D., '58; 
Goldenberg, I., '58; Riddell, R. G., '59; Schram, N. R., '59; 
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Woodfield, T. J., Jr., '58; Renard, D. E., '58; Orenstein, 
H. H., '58; Wolk, W . R., '58; Caruso, F., '58; Hampton, 
G. L. , III, '59; Gables, D. A., '59; Paslaski, P. S. , '59; 
Coykendahl, R. D., '59; Couchman, J . S., '59. Fourth row: 
Mark, E. R., '58; Calabro, D. S., '57; Wright, D. W., '58; 
Spielman, R. N., '59; Abramson, B. D ., '59; Zinner, I. D., 
'59 ; Edgerton, W. N., '58; Lambert, K. R., '58 ; Peterson, 
C. R., '58; Larken, N ., '58; Jackson, H . C., '58; Repole, 
J. ]., Jr., '58; Moroney, M. A., '59; Farmer, D. N., '59; 
Ray, W . H ., Jr., '58; Gibbons, E. F., '59; Headle, B., '58; 





Unhappy over past cnuc1sm that the Senate has been merely an unimportant and 
ineffective figurehead on campus, President H . Brooks Baker has led his group towards 
a policy of practicality and hard work. Constituting the only form of student government 
at Trinity, the Senate has investigated, reported, and made numerous .suggestions towards 
improvements on campus activities and other student "gripes" declaimed at their weekly 
meetings. 
For the first time in many years, this Senate has tried through its only means to solve 
those problems bothering the students. It fully investigated the age old parking problem, 
and presented to the administration a possible solution. 
The Senate's functions include allocating money to the various campus organizations, 
granting disciplinary power to the Medusa, and legislating measures concerning the 
welfare of the student body. The Senate also serves as a mediator between the student, 
the administration and the faculty ; an overseer of all elections of class officers; and a 
bearing body to which students may submit issues of discontent. It is hoped that suc-
ceeding Senates will follow through with rhe active policy of the 1957 Senate. 
First row: Snider, C. F.; Foster, R. G.; Baker, H. B., Day, N . MacP.; Solano, H . Y. Second row: 
Brown, T.; Bulkley, F. W .; Raynard, D. B.; Kuiper, ]. ] .; Frazier, B. G., III ; Macleod, D. E.; 
O'Connell, ]. ] . 
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In the dusk of a beautiful spring day, seven Juniors were 
roughly dragged from the crowd of spectators gathered near the 
stame of Bishop Brownell. These seven outstanding men were 
tapped by the outgoing membe~s to serve on the Medusa during 
the coming year. The members of this sixty-five year old honor 
society are selected wirh regard to intelligence, integrity, and 
qualities of leadership. :rheir job is to uphold the traditions of 
the college and maintain discipline. 
The Medusa obtains its powers and acts in conjunction with 
the Senate. Any ruling passed by the Medusa may be appealed 
before the Senate. This body, the stern and capable guardian of 
college regulations, serves not only as a judiciary board, but as a 
living example of the Trinity tradition. 
First row: Pierce, W . N ., Jr.; Hall, R. G. ; Day, N . MacP. Second row: Foster, R. G.; Raynard, 
D. B.; Vincent, N. ].; Duff, D . H . 
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A college yearbook is a traditional thing. 
A college yearbook is the product of eight months of planning, ideas, 
replanning, more ideas, and still more work. It is intended to be a fair rPr>rP!:Pnrollnl 
of college life, one which will serve as a living memento to its readers. 
Many people have worked together in an effort to present to the college the 
possible class book. Many ideas were considered, weighed, and discarded. In these 
hundred pages we have what we consider the best annual in the Ivy's successful 
We have spent many hours since May, 1956, conceiving the 1957 Ivy. The 
mutilated and gnawed fingers will live as a reminder of the work and worry · 
in this Ivy's conception. 
Throughout our working year we have fought and met deadlines, we have 
messy copy, and we have transposed our ideas onto the printed page. We have 
down camera-shy Seniors, and prodded groups to be on time for their picrure 
meats. We have followed the Trinity gridiron with a camera and have endeavored 
present the best and most original picrures. We created with pen and ink our 
an imaginary professor, to whom the college student turns for knowledge and 
standing. All of this, all our ideas, sweat and work, go together to make the 1957 
an outstanding publication in the yearbook field. 
It would be impossible to name all those who have lent us a helping hand 
our worries. 
But special mention is in order for Mr. John Mason, to whom we extend the 
Special Service Award for his invaluable service, advice, and criticism. The book 
not have been completed wi'thout the tireless effort of all who participated in its work. 
Additional thanks to Mr. Jack Brown, Miss Barbara Braidwood, Mrs. R. Norton, Mr. 
John Vignoli, Professor George Cooper, Mr. Dale Hartford, and all the members of the 
administration and faculty who were always ready to answer our questions. 
This Volume of the Ivy now takes its place beside the eighty-four previous editions. 
We have attempted to show herein a capable undergraduate used of modern techniques 
in photography, writing, and art, combined with the necessary taste of yearbook tradition. 
With the job finished and the date of printing met, we can relax and view with 
diminishing anxiety where we started from and whether we got there as a publication. 
First row: Wycoff, G.; Merrifield, D. C.; Taylor, R. C.; Lowenstein, P. D .; Bogert, G. A., Jr. ; 
Blumstein, C. G.; Coykendahl, R . D . Second row: Posch, N F; Levin, M. A.; Zinner, I. D.; 
Englehardt, A.; Uphoff, D. F.; Caple, A. B.; Fish, C. P.; Fitts, H . E.; Baskin, L. S.; Third row: 
Corn, P. M.; Mason, ]. W .; Drago, J. R. ; Hawe, J. W .; Muir, J . K.; Costley, L. McC.; Jennings, 
W . C., Jr. 
Fim row: Hall, J.; Bratt, P. ].; Bunch, B. H .; Doran, R. E., III. Second 
row: Whitney, P. G.; Shields, J. 0. 
The expressed purpose of the Trinity Review is to print the 
best writing to be found on the Trinity campus. This year, more 
than ever before, the Board of Editors has succeeded in doing 
so by an unflagging and, at times, bullying search to discover 
this writing, ever dismayed by the reluctance of undergraduates 
ro part with the works over which they have toiled for long 
hours in an attempt, one would suppose, to achieve artistic com-
munication with others. The Editors may not have found the 
best writing on campus, but God knows they tried. 
The Review appeared for the first time this year on November 
19, introducing in its pages a new section devoted . to sincere 
literary criticism, and a much more restrained and effective policy 
concerning illustration. There were four issues published in all, 
a theme for research and creativity, the Renaissance, being con-
sciously present in one. Moreover, the first Review Seminar was 
planned and conducted. 
Aided by productive interest and demanding criticism from 
the faculty, the Review has this year realized a broadening of its 
subject matter, a more personal contact with the undergraduates, 





lashing out with some of the most powerful, con-
troversial, and far-reaching editOrializing in its fifty-odd 
year history, the Tripod this year boldly categorized 
itself as a sounding board, not a bulletin board. As the 
"Voice of the Undergraduate Body", the weekly news-
paper attacked hallowed elm-shaded institutions running 
the gamut from the Seabury lounge Coke machines to 
the Property Manager's Office. Few escaped the critical 
eye of the page two editorial columns. Constructive 
remarks were hurled at the Sophomore Dining Club 
("a standing joke among students"); the Interdormirory 
Council ("like the S.D.C.; with the same record of in-
activity"); the cheerleading squad ("cheer, cheer, cheer 
for the boys who drink beer") ; and even Hamlin Dining 
Hall ("a sore spot which has plagued Trinity students 
for some years"). The editorial peak was reached during 
the four issue blast leveled at the parking situation and 
the Property Manager's Office: "At last the sleeping 
giant has been awakened from what almost appeared ro 
be an eternal sleep." 
Not all of the Tripod's activities, however, were con-
fined to the level of criticism. The paper praised the 
Senate for voting Trinity into the United States Student 
Association ( U.S.N.S.A.) ; the editors rejoiced at the 
LF.C:s limiting Stunt Night skits to a prescribed and 
enforced timed length; the weekly shared with the stu-
dent body in its praise for the Political Science Club's 
effort to raise money to sponsor a Hungarian Student at 
Trinity; the Tripod warmly welcomed the fine work 
done by the new chaplain: "We cannot but help notice 
the newly-formed religious spirit prevalent on our cam-
pus since the arrival of Chaplain Thomas." In addition 
to covering his installation of "pomp and circumstance," 
the paper ran a series of election articles written by two 
of the foremost "party men" on campus. As a climax 
to the blow-by-blow words of attack and counter-attack, 
reporters and photOgraphers were present at the Hamlin 
Hall Political Debate concerning, as one well-known 
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tripod 
partiCipant declared, "an election ... not a popularity 
contest." Other political news resulted from editor-in-
chief Mortimer's trip ro Cornell University and the Inter-
collegiate Press Conference with Vice-President Richard 
Nixon. Student editors from more than forty colleges 
and universities attended the press conference, which 
was carried on CBS-TV. 
The Tripod also watched the highly-successful Campus 
Chest drive, and had published in a Chicago newspaper 
the sports editor's interview with a Senior who became 
a major-league ball player. The Tripod played an im-
portant role in publicizing the generous gifts of the 
Program of Progress; it cheered the nation's number 
one soccer team and the first undefeated squad in school 
soccer hisrory; it groaned at one of the poorest squads 
in school basketball history. 
Published weekly throughout the academk year by the 
DENTS OF TRINITY COLLEGE. Subscription $4.00 
Student subscription included in tuition fee . Entered nt 
Connecticut, as second class matter February 
Act of March 3, 1879. The colu.mns of THE 
are at all times open to alumni, undergraduates, and 
the discussion of matters of intereat to Trinity men. 
Notice of Change of Address for Mail Subscriptions must be 
ceived two weeks in advance. 
Office Telephone 
EXECUTIVE BOARD 
Editor-in-Chief •............................................. E. Laird Mortimer, m. 
Managing Editor .................................................. Stephen N. Bo.-en, 
Business Manager ............................................ Richard P . Kompalla. 
Features Editor .................................................. Robert M. Stcven>on, 
ews Editor ................................................................ Fred H. Werner, 
EDITORIAL STAFF 
Sports Editor .......................................................................... Kip Terl'}', 
Assistant News Editors .... Frank Barrie, '59, Bruce Gladfelter, 
Contributing Editors ............ William Learnard, '57, Ike Lo b.r, 
As istant Sports Editor ...................................................... Hub Srrur, 
NEWS AND FEATURES STAFF 
Bryan Bunch, '57, Bruce Baker, '57, Dyke Spear, '57 Jack 
' 57, Dave Elliot, '57, Ted Brown, '57, Frank Kury, 
Rose, '58, Tim Ralston, '68, AI Krupp, '58, Neboysha 
Charles Bell, '60, Conrad Gage, '60, Spenaer Smith, '60, 
Goldhamer, '60. 
Plrsl row: Terry, C. C. ; Bowen, S. N .; Mortimer, E. L., III; 
Scevenson, R. M., Jr. ; Werner, F. H.; Kompalla, R. P. Second 
fOIII: Wycoff, G. W .; Foy, F. C.; Darcey, J. C. ; Bell, C. W .; 
]de, R.; Levin, M. A.; Lindberg, W . L.; Woodward, J. E.; 
And in spite of the long hours spent Monday nights 
under the capable leadership of Seniors Laird Mortimer, 
Steve Bowen, Bob Stevenson, and Dick Kompalla - in 
spite of the broken typewriter ribbons, broken pencils, 
broken coffee cups, and occasional broken tempers-
in spite of printers' mistakes and faculty-administration 
run-ins, it all somehow seemed worthwhile to the Tripod 
Staff one cold January evening. For it learned that, by 
nature of a Program of Progress memory gift fund 
Gage, C. D . Third row: Barrie, F. C.; Crystal, J. W .; Glad-
felter, B. G.; Miller, W . E.; Segur, W . H ., Jr.; Goldhamer, 
A. D.; Elting, E. E., Jr. 
towards the building of new Tripod offices in the Stu-
dent Union, future staffs would be given an even greater 
opportunity in helping to vitalize student opinion : "We 
believe that the Tripod is the most integral student ac-
tivity at College, and we are proud that Mr. Boyer has 
seen fit to honor this necessary organization with the 
facilities that it has long needed. We are honored to be 
among the first undergraduate activities to receive such 
a thoughtful endowment; and indeed, we are grateful." 
wrtc 
"The Voice of Trinity College" 
had a bad case of laryngitis for the 
most part of this school year, due 
to actions taken by the FCC at the 
end of last year. The radiomen did 
not let their spare time go to waste, 
however, and now WRTC expects 
to take on a new position in the 
radio field of Hartford by convert-
ing to Frequency Modulation. It is 
hoped that WR TC will soon be 
back on the air, as an educational 
F.M. station, broadcasting classical 
music, lectures, and discussions. The 
amount of work involved in the 
transformation kept the future 
broadcasters busy filing papers with 
the FCC, purchasing a new F.M. 
transmitter, and repainting and dec-
orating the studios. It is hoped by 
all that WRTC will soon be able 
to regain its place among the col-
lege radio stations and take a lead 
in educational radio in the Hartford 
area. 
student lecture forum 
The student Lecture Forum wa~ 
founded this year by a group of 
students interested in inviting re-
nowned public speakers to the Trin-
ity campus. To finance speakers of 
a high enough caliber, the Student 
Lecture Forum has been sponsoring 
movies every Tuesday night for a 
nominal fee. The Forum will at-
tempt in its future years to provide 
a diversity of educational entertain-
ment on campus. 
First row: Wilson, P. S.; Kellogg, S.; Helay, M. D.; Bowen, S. N.; 
Levin, M. A; Campion, P. S.; Stevenson, R. M., Jr. Second row: Graham, G. 
Corn, P. M.; Gieske, E. T., Jr. ; Truscott, G. B.; Green, W . J. ; Chalker, N · 
J . R. Third row: Greenlee, R. V. ; Schulik, J. F.; Burger, C. S.; Strasser, P.; 
L. H.; Grubbs, T. S.; Weisz, G. 
First row: Foster, J . G.; Baker, H . B.; Moran, B. A., Jr. Second row: 
Stevenson, R. M., Jr.; de Coligny, W . G.; Kuiper, J . J. ; Mortimer, E. L., III; 
A. B. 
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political science club 
The Political Science Oub is a group of students interested in American government 
and politics. In their bi-weekly meetings during the fall and winter, preparations are 
made for the Connecticut Intercollegiate Student Legislature, their main event of the 
year. The C.I.S.L. consists of a three day mock legislature held at the Capitol in Hartford 
with seventeen colleges of Connecticut participating. During this period officers are 
elected to serve as key men in both the House of Representatives and the Senate. Bills 
are proposed, presented to committees and passed or defeated. Those proposed bills 
which do not die in committee are then brought to the floor of the House or Senate, 
where they undergo meticulous cross-examination. A final vote is taken, and if a bill 
passes both the House and Senate it is formally brought to the attention of Governor 
Ribicoff and the Legislature of the State of Connecticut. Trinity was again active at the 
convention, presenting two bills, running a candidate for the Majority Leader of the 
House, and serving on several committees. 
This year the Political Science Oub felt a need to help the student refugees of 
Hungary, and decided to set up a scholarship to sponsor a Hungarian Student through 
four years of Trinity. The fund, known as THIS (Trinity Hungarian Interest Scholar-
ship ), received widespread publicity and gratifying support. In the first three months, 
the students were able to raise $2,500. A goal of $6,500 was set up, and the club felt 
that by continuing their efforts throughout the Spring and the following fall, they would 
raise the required amount. 
In addition to these two activities, the club sponsored several political speakers during 
the year and co-sponsored a faculty political debate just before the November election. 
All of these activities established the Political Science Oub as one of the busiest on 
campus. 
First row: Smith, 0 . T .; Lowenstein, P. D .; Spear, H. D. N ., Jr.; Kury, F. L. Second row: Elliott, 
D . ) .; Shuster, C. H.; Goodman, P. S.; Wolin, L. H .; Scheinberg, S. M.; Rowe, R. M.; Ward, L. C. 
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First row: Hoover, L. MacN.; Perce, R. M., Jr.; Thomas, R. W .; Lawson, R. A.; Rose, R. E., II ; 
Perry, M. N .; Merrifield, D. C. Second row: Carter, J . R.; Boynton, C. F.; Weeks, C. B. F.; Bunch, 
B. H .; Kidder,). H.; Bowden, T. G.; Flannery, J . W .; Kalcheim, L. H . Third row: Berglass, F. M.; 
Drapin, D. E.; Bulkley, F. W.; Lindemann, E. A.; Mauck, F. A.; Owen, W . H. ; Cimborra, J. M. 
Following their eminently successful presentation 
of Oscar Wilde's The Importance of Being Earnest 
last spring, the Jesters have continued on the dra-
matic upgrade. Taking a deep breath, they stepped 
from the familiar soil of English Drama onto the 
shakier ground of the Spanish theater. The Bonds of 
Interest, translated from the Spanish of Jacinto Bena-
vente, was the most successful production in the 
Jesters' 84 year history. The success of this venture 
was due in large pa~t to the direction of Mr. Jose A. 
Diaz, instructor in Spanish and graduate of the Yale 
School of Drama. Mr. Diaz temporarily replaced 
Porfessor Nichols, away at Stanford pursuing his doc-
torate, as director and Faculty advisor to the Jesters. 
Twelfth night saw the presentation of W . H . 
Auden's For the Time Being, A Christmas Oratorio 
in the Chapel. The student-directed reading was 
greatly enhanced by the interludes provided by the 
music department. 
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Spring came in to the lyrical lines of Christopher 
Fry's verse play The Lady's Not For Burning. Once 
again critics' reviews ·and high attendance figures 
pointed to the growing reputation of the Jesters in 
the Hartford area. 
Unfortunately, though progressing in dramatic 
ability, the Jesters are still plagued by material prob-
lems. The gymnasium-arena of Alumni Hall continues 
to pose well-nigh insurmountable obstacles to effective 
staging. The lighting problem was alleviated in some 
measure, however, by means of a switchboard bor-
rowed from the Oval in the Grove. 
Still, with the rapidly expanding development pro-
gram now well underway, the Jesters hope to have 
access to a "real" theater sometime within the fore-
seeable future. 
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First row: Foster, R. G .; Pierce, W. N., Jr.; Elliott, D. J.; O'Connell, J . J., Jr. Second 
row: Hall , R. H .; Shields, J . 0.; Stevenson, R. M., Jr .; Mortimer, E. L. , III ; Brown, T. 
Fint row: Smith, F.; See, S. H .; MacDonald, D .; Norris, ]. B., IV; Kisor, M., Jr. ; 
Bogli, G. L. Second row: Scott, G. B.; Painter, B. W ., Jr.; Thompson, J .; Barth, J . K. ; 
Lorson, E. W.; Baxter, G. J. ; Kury, F. L. ; Ralston, D . T.; Segur, W. H ., Jr. ; Zoob, M. 
Third row: Rose, R. E., II; Boynton, C. F.; Miller, W . E.; Gladfelter, B. G .; Mcllwaine, 
R. H.; Back, R. W. 
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who's who among 
students in ameri 
universities and col 
Each year a faculty committee 
meets to select the outstanding 
members of the senior class to rep-
resent the college in the publication 
Who's Who Among Students in 
American Universities and Colleges. 
Members are chosen from all lead-
ing American universities and col-
leges throughout the country. A 
biography of each of the picked few 
is published in a book during the 
summer. The national agency of 
Who's Who also performs a place-
ment bureau function for its mem-
bers. Those Trinity Seniors chosen 
were bestowed this honor for their 
character, leadership, athletic ability, 
and extracurricular activities. 
iunior advisors 
An idea conceived four years ago 
to assist the Freshman in adjusting 
~o college life led to the Junior Ad-
visor Program. The official records 
showing a decrease in the number 
of Freshmen forced to drop out of 
college due to academic reasons is 
the proof of the program's success. 
Nothing is more gratifying to a 
bewildered Freshman than to have 
an upperclassman say a friendly 
"hello" upon his arrival. The ad-
visor's job does not end here, bm 
continues throughout the ensuing 
year. With two advisors assigned 
to approximately twenty boys, they 
are always there to give advice or 
encouragement to a downhearted 
freshman. The system has also 
proved to be of great assistance in 
bridging the gap sometimes existing 






The Sophomore Dining Club is 
111 honorary society composed of ap-
proximately fifteen members from 
each of the three upper classes. 
Members are elected in the begin-
ning of their Sophomore year and 
n:main active during their stay at 
mllege. Organized in 1857 to act 
IS the official host on campus, the 
Sophomore Dining Club welcomes 
visitors, conducts tours, ushers at 
meetings, and operates information 
centers. The club functions without 




The Foreign Policy Association 
is dedicated to the ideal of provid-
ing its members, and the college as 
a whole, with a wider knowledge 
of affairs in other countries, of their 
relations with the United States, 
and of relations among themselves. 
It is the belief of this club that the 
parochial outlook of previous ages 
is fat too limited for a responsible 
citizen in an age in which the basic 
problems have been world-wide. 
To achieve this ideal the Associa-
tion conducts a series of bi-weekly 
lectures, talks, and discussions. 
Guest speakers, experts on a par-
ticular International problem, are 
often present at the public meet-
ings. The F.P.A. sends delegates to 
other colleges during conferences 
pertinent to international affairs. 
Plans have been formulated for a 
similar type conference to be held 
at Trinity. 
First row: Wood, J . W.; Lasher, 1.; Baxter, G. J .; Allen, J. ; Bass, T. E.; Miller, J. ; 
Harlow, A. B. Jr. Second row: Outcalt, J . H.; Graham, G. R. Jr.; Thompson, 
J . L.; Widing, C. J .; Lambert, K. R.; Vaughan, G. G.; Thorpe, F. A. ; Garrett, P. C.; 
Mannion, W . F.; Ward, W . M.; Nelson, D. M. Third row: Sargent, S. W ., II ; 
Frost, D . L.; Warder, W W. Wallace, M. L.; Price, J . L.; Johnson, W . C. Jr. ; 
Edwards, J . W .; Kenney, J . E.; Brott, R. P. V. 
First row: Elliott, D. J. ; Doran, R. E., Ill. Second row: Freedman, L. A.; Bunch, B. H .; 
Rowe, R. M.; Lowenstein, P. D . 
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phi beta kappa 
This year, as in the past, Trinity 
attained academic distinction by 
placing a large number of men in 
the couimy's oldest and most re-
vered honor fraternity, Phi Beta 
Kappa. The Trinity Chapter, Con-
necticut Alpha, was chartered in 
1845, making it the eighth oldest 
in the country. Only those who have 
maintained an 89% average for sil 
semesters or an 86 % average for 
seven in all courses are eligible for 
membership. This fraternity has 
long been regarded as a symbol of 
ultimate scholastic achievement 
Trinity can point with pride to 
those students who have fulfilled 
these singular requirements. 
First row: Bradley, J . R. ; Daniels, J . M. ; Slater, M. E.; Fox, F. E., Jr. Second row: 
Winslow, N. R., Jr.; Bruno, V. J.; Oarr, D. L. ; McGill, W . J . Jr.; Kuiper, J . J . 
. . . 
s1gma p1 s1gma 
Founded at Davidson College, 
Davidson, North Carolina in 1912, 
the more than seventy-five chapters 
of Sigma Pi Sigma are located 
throughout the United States. Trin-
ity's chapter was established in 
1949. Since it is an honorary so-
ciety, its members are elected on 
the basis of their academic stand-
ings. Through various means, such 
as field trips, movies, and lectures, 
the members of Sigma Pi Sigma are 
exposed to the newest developments 
in Physics. 
First row: Slater, M. E.; Muench, L. W .; Griffin, P. A. Second row: Williams, D. !..; 
Daniels, J. N.; Park, W . R.; Griffin, J. J.; Zessoules, N . 
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p1 gamma mu 
Pi Gamma Mu, a national social 
honor fraternity, was found-
1924. The Trinity chapter, 
of Connecticut was chartered 
1936. Candidates for admission 
the society must be Juniors or 
and have at least and 87 % 
in the social sciences with 
Pi Gamma Mu holds 
election every year at which 
both Juniors and Seniors with 
required averages are admitted 
membership. 
Bradley, J. R.; Curran, W . S. ; Bruno, V. ].; Fox, F. E., Jr .; Winslow, N. R. Jr. 
row: Hathaway, N., III ; Salamon, R. ] . Second row: Edgerton, W. M.; Bradley, 
S.; Szamier, G. W. 
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education club 
The Trinity Education Associa-
tion was formed three years ago by 
a group of students in order to fur-
ther the interest in the field of edu-
cation at both college and the sec-
ondary level. It also seeks to encour-
age more men to enter the teaching 
profession. 
Although a small group, it is 
enthusiastic as to its purpose and 
future. In the past years its ideas 
have broadened and its vitality in-
creased; its future should be suc-
cessful. 
atheneum society 
Expansion was the keynote to the Atheneum Society's program last year. Franklin 
Kury, elected president for the second semester, continued and developed tne program 
started by former president Ted Brown. The Society held regular debates, entered tour-
naments, sponsored on-campus discussions, talked before local audiences, and held a 
debate for a radio station. 
Debating the national inter-collegiate topic: Resolved, that the United States Should 
Discontinue Direct Economic Aid to Foreign Countries, the Trinity team set a very 
impressive record. The victory of Robert Back and Franklin Kury over the outstanding 
University of Vermont affirmative team was the highlight of team debating. Representa-
tives of Trinity could be found at every tournament in the New England area. Among 
them, the Society sent teams to the University of Vermont, Brown University, and 
Wesleyan's impromptu invitational. More novice teams than ever before competed for 
the Atheneum Society. 
November politics brought student and facudy members for an on-campus political 
debate sponsored by the Society. Other 0n-campus debates with students and faculty 
together were held in the spring. They were also sponsored by the Atheneum Society. 
A recorded debate on the national topic was held on Radio Station WCCC during 
February. Local service organizations and near-by prep schools became audiences for 
debates and speeches by the members of the Atheneum Society. 
First row: Kucy , F. L. ; Rohlfing, D . C.; Brown, T.; Dando, J.; Spivak, T. 1.; Back, R. W. Secotld 
row: Rovno, D. A.; Moorin, R. H.; Fleischman, A. I.; Schwanz, M. S.; Mills, P. R., Jr. 
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Firit row: Jackson, H . C., Jr. ; Lowenstein, P. D .; MacLeod, D. E.; Freeman, . R. A. 
Second row: Bailey, E. T., Jr. ; Elsas, J. M.; Postetn, A. B.; Schaupp, R.; Schetnberg, 
S. M.; Sheffield, C. S. 
First row: Bonsignore, ]. J. ; Valdati, A. J . Second row: Bradley, E. S.; Kury, F. L. 
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young republicans 
This year, an election year, was 
as triumphant for Trinity's Young 
Republicans as it was for Meade 
Alcorn. With the energy of typical 
college youth, Trinity Republicans 
paved the way for the victory of 
Ed May and a Hartford landslide 
for Eisenhower, a change from the 
usually Democratic cities. Reorgan-
ized in early fall, the club got off 
to a good start with several fiery 
meetings over the adoption of a 
new constitution. It is hoped that 
next year, undoubtedly a quieter 
year, the Young Republicans will 
be able to adopt a new constitution 
and by-laws, so that they'll be rar-
ing to go in '58 and then in '60, 
when they will find themselves with 
a tougher fight on their hands. 
young democrats 
1956 was a bad year for the 
Young Dems at Trinity College. 
Their chief problem seemed to lie 
in the fact that 85 % of the student 
body was Republican and pro-Eis-
enhower. The members did try to 
organize some of the minority 
Democrats in the college and did 
manage to make a stir during the 
campaign; particularly when veep 
Nixon paid a midnight visit to 
Hartford. 
It should be noted that the club 
had more members than are pic-
tured here, but since this picture 
was taken two weeks after the elec-
tion, several of the more "loyal" 
supporters became camera-shy. 
glee .club 
Under the capable direction of Dr. Clarence H . Barber, the Glee Club concluded a 
highly successful season. Two octets within the club, The Bishop's Men and the Chanti-
cleers, a newly formed Freshmen group, appeared in many of the regular concerts as 
well as individual performances. 
Highlights of the schedule this year included joint concerts with Smit College, Vassar 
College, and Wellesley College, all three exciting and excellently mastered. This year 
marked the inauguration of a Christmas tour, one which may become an annual affair. 
The regular Spring tour found the singers in the City of Brotherly love. 
In addition to the secular and religious short works included in the season's repertoire, 
Haydn's Lord Nelson Mass and Brahms' Requiem were performed. 
Over eighteen concerts were presented in this eighty-fifth season. President Dick 
Enterline and his component staff assisted Dr. Barber in making this one of the most 
successful seasons in the Glee Club's history. 
First row: Gladfelter, B. G .; Harland, R. C.; Payne, M. K .; 
Goldstein, A.; Tennant, J . A.; Olton, R. M.; Fox, E. F.; 
Dr. Barber; James, R. E.; Onslow, V.; Zelley, E. W .; 
Delbaum, D .; Riter, T.; Cheney, P.; Evenson, W. F. Secot1d 
row: Mauck, F. A.; Ford, C. E.; Smith, D . A.; Bacharach, 
]. L.; Geerer, A. 1.; Holland, D . J .; Dagata, M. V.; Irwin, 
W . D .; Coxhead, S. P; Seastrom, D. E.; Corcoran, E. F. ; 
Israel, M. Third row· Forman, J . C.; Lockfeld, E. H .; Moore. 
D. E.; Martin, G .; Gage, C. D .; Giffin, P .• A.; Melling, 
C. W . P.; Carter, J . R.; Psarakis, M. N .; Grubbs, T. S.; 
Bridely, C. A.; Hunter, W. P.; Haas, D. C.; MacKall, C. M.; 
Lomnitzer, R. ]. Fourth row: Scheibe, K. R.; Farnsworth, 
J .; Scott, R. S.; Beaven, R. G.; Johnson, C. P.; Washington, 
M.; Nosworthy, C. T .; Strawbridge, G. ; Schweibert, R. M.; 
Thomas, L. D .; Fava, A. E. ; Bentley, S. W .; Brashich, N. R.; 
Enterline, R. J . 
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Left-to-right: Melling, C. W . P. ; Nasworthy, C. T ; Mauck, F. A.; Lockfeld , E. H.; 
Onslow, V. L; Swift, R. McC; Washington, M. ; Scheibe, K.; Israel , M.; Enterline, 
R.J_ 
Left-to-right: Green, D. S.; Perry, W . C.; Mayo, W . H. , III; Graham, W . ] .; Sturge, 
W.; von Molnar, S.; Faya, A. E.; Warder, W. W. 
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bishop's men 
Since irs re-conception in 1955 
as one of Trinity's oldest singing 
groups, the Bishop's Men has done 
much to enhance the singing tradi-
tion at Trinity. The group is related 
directly ro the Trinity Glee Club, 
and recruits irs members, through 
competition, from the Glee Club, 
rhus keeping the tradition of an 
amaruer, non-profit group of men 
who like ro sing. The Bishop's Men, 
composed of ten men, under the 
direction of Gene Lockfeld, has 
sung at the more important college 
functions. It has also been engaged 
by many of the local schools and 
several local organizations. Relying 
on old favorites, the group has 
shied away from the more complex 
"arrangements" popular with con-
temporary singing groups and has 
used some solo and instrumental 
work to augment a growing reper-
roire. 
Since its establishment as a 
quartet in 1938, the Pipes has 
doubled in size to become an octet. 
Being twice as large now doesn't 
necessarily make the group twice 
as good as formerly, but since few 
of us have head the quartet, no 
qualitative comparison will be of-
fered . In fact, not too many qf us 
have heard the present Pipes on 
campus, for that matter, for they 
afford little musical entertainment 
ro us here, and so we must rely on 
listening to the record they have 
made or by chance running into 
them at Smith or Vassar. The stu-
dent body was appreciative of their 
appearance at the Campus Chest 
variety night in casual attire im-
mediately after their rivals from 
Wesleyan sang, and we, true sons 
of Trinity, showed our appreciation 
by appropriate hearty applause, 
firmly convinced that Trin excels 
W'es in all respects. 
interfraternity council 
The Interfraternity Council is 
composed of one delegate from each 
of Trinity's ten fraternities. One of 
the duties of this group is to 
smooth over difficulties which occa-
sionally arise among fraternities. 
The Council also promotes smooth 
relations between the College and 
the fraternities and governs the 
rushing of freshmen and upper-
classmen. 
One of the highlights of the 
social season at Trinity is the an-
nual I.F.C. Dance. Stunt Night and 
the I.F.C. Sing are also among the 
activities sponsored by this group. 
The endeavors of the Council have 
instilled in Trinity men an appre-
ciation of it as a group and respect 
for the individual members. 
intramural board 
The Intramural Board consists of 
the Intramural Director and one 
representative from each of the 
organizations entered in intramural 
competition. The primary function 
of this organization is to sponsor 
and formulate special rules, includ-
ing cases of eligibility, in an effort 
to provide adequate intramural ath-
letic program for students of the 
college. 
Competition is provided in elev-
en activities. In each activity points 
are awarded for both participation 
and final standings towards the All-
Year Award and the Alumni Tro-
phy. The objectives and guiding 
principles of the intramural athletic 
program are to encourage self-par-
ticipation, and to provide a multi-
tude of opportunities for leadership, 
fellowship, and cooperation. 
First row: Kysor, K. P.; Temple, T. 0. ; Crystal, ]. W. Second row: Bromley, H. S, 
III; Valdati, A. ]. 
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Fwsl row: Mcilwain, P. H .; Kellogg, S.; Muir,]. C., Jr. ; Bouldin, l. M.; Wallace, M. L. 
Second row: Lagarde, H., Jr.; Smith, A. R.; Loven, R. A. L., Jr.; Goodman, P. S.; 
Edwards, ]. W. 
First row: Russell, D. M.; Bergman, C. A .; Peterson, M. W .; de Coligny, W . G.; 
Scherwin, W . L.; Roydon, B. G. Second row: Casali, G.; Greenlee, R. V. ; }ago, F. K.; 
Arle, E. D.; Bassett, J. W.; Stephens, R . M.; Balfour, G . J.D.; Gibbs, J. G .; Leo£, D . B. 
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inter-dormitory council 
The Inter-Dormitory Council is 
composed of upperclassmen whose 
job it is to keep order in the dormi-
tories. This was its second year in 
its present form, and its success in 
keeping peace indicates a fine fu-
ture. Although sometimes incon-
spicuous to the general student 
body, the council strives to bring 
about better conditions in the dor-
mitories. Its members are chosen 




The Freshman Executive Council 
is the organization which plans and 
executes all social functions of the 
Freshman Class. This year the 
Council has planned a number of 
dances and mixers with several of 
the women's colleges in the area in 
the first step of teaching the Frosh 
not to take academic life too seri-
ously. Their efforts are deeply ap-
preciated by the Class of '60. 
The Council is composed of six-
teen freshmen chosen by the Ad-
missions Office and are under the 
guidance of Dean Clarke. 
First row: Behr, R. L. ; Solano, H . Y.; Andrian, G. W. ; Saunders, W . S. Second row: 
Diaz, J. ; Darcey, J .; Lockie, L. M., Jr.; Knorr, T. H., Jr. ; Balfour, G. J . D.; Henriques, 
P. R.; Gastman, A. L. 
First row: Mascagni, V.; Naylor, L. ; Flannery, J . W.; Compo, M. Second row: 




with the object of stimulating in-
terest in the language and customs 
of Spain, Mexico, Latin America, 
and South America. It also provides 
members with a chance to brush up 
on the oral usage of the language 
in an informal meeting where the 
pressure of "passing or flunking" 
is off. The Club sponsored a Span-
ish movie which was held in the 
Chemistry Auditorium for the ben-
efit of rhe college community. 
cercolo italiano 
Because of the increasing interest 
in the Italian language and in the 
country itself, a new group was 
formed in the language field. The 
vitality of the Cercolo Italiano was 
greatly enhanced by the· presence 
of a genuine Italian speaking stu-
dent, as well as two Italian advo-
cates on the faculty. 
In their bi-weekly meetings the 
interested students discuss and criti· 
cize in Italian. Both this club and 
irs predecessor help the linguistic 
student gain a firm foothold in his 
subject and gain necessary confi-
dence. 
First row: Bouldin, L. M.; McDonald, D.; Bradley,]. R.; Fox, F. E., Jr.; Second row: 
See, S. H.; Rohlfing, D. C.; Crowe, J. P.; Berglass, F. M. 
First row: Brown, T.; O'Connell, ]. ]. . Jr. ; Second row: Marenna, L., Jr.; Corn, P. M.; 
Berglass, F. M. 
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philosophy club 
The Philosophy Club, a compa-
ratively new organization, was 
founded two years ago by a group 
of students interested in stimulat-
ing discussion among themselves 
and promoting philosophy in the 
college community. They have had 
two enlightening outside speakers 
this year, as well as several meet-
ings with other colleges at which 
time outstanding papers were read 
and discussed. The club is a mem-
ber of the Connecticut Valley Phi-
losophy Association, where the 
same functions are practiced on a 
larger scale. 
psychology club 
Organized in the fall of 1955, 
the Psychology Club affords the 
opportunity for discussion and ex-
change of ideas not only between 
interested Trinity students and fac-
ulty but also brings to the campus 
psychologists from neighboring uni-
versities and institutions to discuss 
the latest developments in the field. 
The Club is open to any student 
who has an interest in psychology, 
with active membership available 
for those students taking a second 
course in psychology. In its short 
career the Club now has 24 active 
members and 4 associate members. 
Its first year was highlighted with 
talks by two visiting psychologists, 
Dr. Rickers-Ovsiankia of the Uni-
versity of Connecticut, and Dr. 
David C. McClelland of Harvard 
University. The Club's second year 
has opened with a timely discussion 
by its advisor, Dr. Robert D. Meade, 
on the methods used in election 
campaign propaganda. 
engineering society 
The Engineering Society is a 
prime example of the realization 
that classroom work does not nec-
essarily provide enough experience 
for those who desire to improve 
their knowledge of the different 
fields within their profession. To 
fulfill this goal, the members have 
a diversified program consisting of 
expert speakers, trips to industrial 
plants, and extensive visual educa-
tion. A highlight of the year is the 
annual banquet when the coveted 
award to the outstanding memlier 
of the year is presented. 
First row: Reynolds, J. A.; Hoover, L. MacN.; Griffin, J. J.; Barth, J. K.; Traut, 
Wei!, H. L. Second row: Beamen, K. W.; Down, R. L.; Wittman, C. P.; Foster,]. 
Grant, P. W., Jr.; Peterson, C. R.; Cables, D. A.; Berisrain, C. D.; Gabrielson, B. B. 
First row: Pisetsky, M. M.; Fleishman, P. R.; Brown, L.; Calabro, D. S. Second row: 
Muench L. W .; Renard, D . E.; Oliver, R. I.; Lockie, L. M., Jr. ; Kardon, P.; Himcl-
stein, S.C.; Zinner, I. D.; Abramson, B. D.; Lacey, J . 
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chemistry club 
The Trinity College 
Society was organized in 1937 
the idea of bringing together 
students interested in 
The society also fosters a spirit 
fellowship allowing its members 
opportunity to become better ac-
quainted. Known popularly as the 
"Chern Club," its membership is 
open to anyone interested in the 
subject. 
First row: Baum, A. T.; Nickerson, W . H ., III ; Anderson, P. S.; Jennings, W . C.; 
Scrawbridge, G., Jr. Second row: Baker, H. B.; Pickering, R. L. ; W illiams, B. J .; 
Neaverson, R.; Hall, R. G.; Percy, C.; Shields, J . 0 . Third row: Spitzmiller, R. F., Jr.; 
Smith, S. B.; Webb, C. A. , Jr. ; Felton, ]. W .; Boose, F. H. , III ; Thurston, A. C.; 
Bowden, R.; MacKall, C. M., Jr.; Wagner, F W ., III ; Parker, A. H ., III. Fourth row: 
Hulfer, W. ].; Moran, B. A., Jr.; Fox, F. W ., III ; Thompson, J . I. ; Dunlaevy, E. N .; 
Ward, L. C.; Stokes, D. B.; lloyd, C. M.; Wycoff, G. W ., Jr.; Rockwell, B. McF. 
sports car club 
Several students, who ask more 
of a car than ability to run and 
impressive size, have banded to-
per to form the year-old Sports 
Car Club, one of Trinity's more 
colorful organizations. Gathering 
together owners and fans of sports 
cars, the Club has had lectures by 
auto racers. Sports car rallies were 
held in which the participants 
motor along a predetermined course 
in a race, not of speed, but of skill, 
ending in a fine dinner at the end 
of the drive. The Club's main pur-
pose is to interest more in sports 
cars, increase the awareness for safe 
driving, and to further mechanical 
knowledge of and enthusisam for 
sports cars. 
corinthian yacht club 
The Corinthian Yacht Club con-
sists of a group of students who are 
interested in boating, sailing, and 
yachts. During the fall and spring 
the yachtists participate in a variety 
of meets. During the winter layoff 
a number of interesting lectures 
were delivered at which time the 
possibility of the purchase of new 
boats was discussed. With an in-
creasing amount of interest from 
the student body, the Corinthian 
Yacht Club hopes to participate in 
a larger variety of activities during 
the years to come. 
Phillips, A. S. W .; Heckscher, G. A.; Knorr, T. H. , Jr. ; Scheinberg, S. M.; Joseph, 
J. C.; Woods, C, B. 
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... 
Unidentified members of the "cheering squad." 
First row: Richardson, R. E., Jr.; Hewitt, F. B.; Green, W. J. ; Smith, D . A. ; Schaller, 
E. S.; Weeks, C. B. F.; Tiffany, B. Second rou•: Jago, F. K.; Pisetsky, M. M.; Canaday, 
M. C.; Abrahamson, B. D.; Smith, S. L. ; Morrison, W. F.; Hazzard, W. B.; Greenlee, 
R. V.; Norenberg, M. D. Third row: Kalcheim, L. H .; Paterson, W . ]. ; Brown, K. R. ; 
Park, W. R.; Smith, P. C.; Tubman, H. A.; Beaven, R. G . 
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On a bright sunny day in 
May, a group of men in 
shorts and megaphones in 
hands queued for their 
ceremony. Trinity's comic 
leaders had assembled to 
high honor on ~ few of the 
bers of the crowd seated on the 
behind the Chapel. Those 
enough to be chosen for this 
were tapped on the head with 
megaphones and dragged down 
hill. 
Their assistance at the 
games in the fall served to 
an often dampened crowd 
helped encourage the Trinity 
to a victory. 
the band 
The College Band was 
as a student activity in 1 
recent years, due to 
terest among the 
has regressed into little more 
a name. However, this season 
seen a renewal of life in the 
ganization, and all indications 
to still further improvement In 
future. 
Organized originally for the 
port of athletic activities, the 
has now established itself as 
cert organization, under the 
tion of Mr. Willard B. Green. 
year marks the Third Annual 
Concert, the highlight of the 
activities during the Trinity term. 
During the fall the group 
peared, under the student 
of Robert E. Richardson, '57, 
home and away at football 
and at pep rallies, adding a 
deal to the spirit of these 
Other activities during the 
include participation in the 
England Intercollegiate Band. 
N.E.I.B. is made up of about 
top men from the eighteen 
England colleges participating, 
der a special guest conductor. 
With almost inexhaustible energy, the Campus Chest Committee was able to raise 
over $5,000 in one of their most successful years. The money raised is donated to a 
number of charities helping students. $800 of the donations went to THIS, a scholarship 
fund to sponsor a Hungarian refugee student through Trinity College. 
Centering their pleas for money around the college community, the more than one-
hundred student canvassers asked every student, each member of the faculty and adminis-
tration, and all the night school students to donate as much as their pocketbooks would 
allow. Theoretically the drive lasted for only five days, culminating with a Thursday 
night cake auction and a local variety show, followed by a Senate smoker. 
The highlight ofthe campaign was the novel "ugly man contest" which raised several 
hundred dollars. The Freshman candidate was victorious backed by almost 1200 votes 
(at ten cents each). The ugly Freshman's popularity overwhelmed the upperclassman. 
However, several fraternities were close behind right up until the finish . 
Much credit is due tO Duncan Bennett, Larry Bouldin and their lieutenants for con-
tributing so much in dollars and good-will to the more unfortunate students in the 
world. 
Pin t row: O'Connell, J . J ., Jr. ; Baxter, G. J. ; Bennett, D . Y. ; Bouldin, L. M.; Rose, R. E.; Painter, 
B. W ., Jr. Second row: Litton, J. J .; Jennings, W . C. , Jr. ; Kellogg, S.; de Coligny, W. G.; Coxhead, 
S. P., Jr. ; Scribner, C. M. 
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Dr. John Candelet, Chairman of the Presi-
dent's Faculty Committee on Religious Life, 
said, in an address to the Class of 1960 last 
Fall, "If we can consider the Library as the 
brain center of the Campus, the Chapel is 
its heart." 
Truly the structure of that "heart", the 
building in memory of tre mother of Wil-
liam G. Mather, Class of 1877, is unsur-
passed on any college campus in the Gothic 
beauty of chiseled stone, colored glass, and 
carved wood. But in importance even beyond 
the structure is the function of this "hearr": 
to give perpetual vitality, and spirtual pur-
pose to all pans of the college body. And 
Trinity's new Chaplain placed first emphasis 
on the participation and responsiveness of 
all worshipers in the Chapel services "com-
mensurate with the ability and skill of arti· 
sans and architects who participated 
building erection." 
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Services on Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thurs-
day are informal in nature, with a series of 
talks by the Chaplain, or invited speakers. On 
Mondays and Fridays, eight faculty members 
regularly alternate in conducting the 8:00 a.m. 
Chapel services, and on Saturdays eighteen 
Seniors volunteer for the leadership of the 
service. 
New hymnals with notes now give greater 
assistance to students who like to sing on week-
days, and an enlarged choir, led by the crucifer 
with Trinity's magnificent silver processional 





E.; Kylander; Prc>fP<:<nr 
Second row: Bratt 
Niness; Mortimer 
Absent: Barlow, 
Giammettei , Greer, 
Gill, Whitney, Worthey, 
of the few choirs in the 
to specialize in Baroque 
the Trinity Chapel Choir 
much to the beauty of the 
Services in the Chapel. 
the capable direction of 
Watters and Barber, the 
wuuu••l.c> some of the funda-
of choir music for the stu-
and visitors of the college. 
limiting its activities to the 
and the Chapel services, 
has four annual concerts 
a number of outside perform-
A major event was the ap-
at the Cathedral of St. 
the Divine in New York City. 
the choir, as they did last 
sang an entire service at this 
and well known Cache-
The choir has increased this 
and a bright future for the 
year is expected. 
Fint row: Chaplain Thomas; Shepherd, R. V., Jr.; Caner, J . R.; Brown, C. E., Jr. ; 
Russell, R. N.; Larsen, R. G .; Yam, Y. Y.; Mell ing, C. W . P.; Professor Watters. 
Second row: Temple, T . 0 .; Gowing, M. L.; Hunter, W . P.; Holland, D . ]. ; Bridely, 
C. A.; Salmon, A. K . Third row: Perrow, A. , III ; R iter, B. C. , Jr.; Stevenson, R. M., 
Jr.; Thomas, L. 
carilloneurs 
Seated: lawson, R. A. Standing: Uphoff , D . F. ; Olton, R. M.; Hawe, J . W .; Perrow, 
A., III. 
The thirty-one bell Plumb Me-
morial Carillon situated' high above 
the campus in the Chapel rower is 
one of the distintcive features of 
this old New England college, 
especially at eight o'clock every 
weekday morning. As every student 
well knows, the bells are rung be-
fore the morning and evening 
Chapel services by one of the Trin-
ity carilloneurs. This group, al-
though small in membership, makes 
an impression on the student body 
completely out of proportion co its 
size. Some people have been known 
to complain about the carillon, but 
should the great bells be silenced, 
no Chapel service would seem com-
plete; their joyful pealing enhances 
the beauty of the Chapel and helps 




Last November the officers of the 
four religious groups met together 
for the first time and formed a 
Chapel Cabinet with this purpose, 
"To bring together the student 
leaders of religious clubs in order 
to help the College Chaplain assist 
individuals and groups discover 
their greatest usefulness, and to 
bring together the Trinity family 
into an effective community." The 
Presidency of the Cabinet will ro-
tate each year so that a man of a 
different faith will lead the chapel 
cabinet in his Senior year. 
The first act of this inter-faith 
Cabinet was to set February 12th 
aside to bring the Campus into the 
observance of "N ational Brother-
hood Week." 
The second was to inaugurate: 
the "First Annual Seminary Day", 
March 7th, to which eleven sem-
inaries have been invited, including 
Episcopal, Jewish, Roman Catholic, 
and non-denominational schools. 
Afternoon and evening panels were 
planned with a variety of religious 
subjects to be discussed. 
First row: Chaplain Thomas; Daly, ]. ] .; Israel, M.; Bouldi n, L.; Painter, B. W. 
Second row: Lirron, ] .; Lieber, M. D .; Bromley, H . S., III ; Rose, R. E., II; 
H . Y. Not photographed: Mills, P. R., Jr.; Hawes, C., III ; Winrer, R. A. 
There are four established religious clubs at Trinity, to which men of that faith may 
turn with common interests. The four are: Canterbury for Episcopalians, Hillel for Jews, 
Newman for Roman Catholics, and Protestant Fellowship for several groups of Protes-
tant churchmen. These, with the guidance of H artford clergy, have sought to strengthen 
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Pint rou ·: Slaughter, R. D.; Kenny, ]. E.; Nelson, B. C.; La-
Garde, H.; Painter, B. W. ; McNairy, P. E.; White, N . H.; 
Adams, F. S.; Borawski, W. E.; Smith, P. C.; Sgro, ]. A. ; 
Bozzuro, C. D. ; Crystal, ]. W .; Potter, D. B. Second rou·: 
Bruno, V. ].; Noble, R. B., Jr. ; Taylor, D. S.; Doherty, T.; 
Morrison, W. F.; Kelleher, G. ] ., Jr. ; Niness, S. F., Jr.; Chan-
football 
nell, G. A. ; Cataldo, P. A.; Hall , R. G .; Curran, W. S.; Clarke, 
D. G. Third rou ·: Gerhold, W.; Jessee, D. E. ; Crawley, R. F.; 
Jr. ; Porro, M. A.; Thompson,] . L.; McDonough, M.; Schreiner, 
W. J. ; Reopel, R. S.; Brown, C. E.; Price, ]. L.; Edwards, 
J. W.; Moore, D. E.; Miller, C. J. ; MacDermott, W. H.; Lor-
son, E. W .; Kurth, P. W.; Christ, A. H. 
The question in everyone's mind this year was just 
how good would the Trinity football team be afte.r go· 
ing through two undefeated easons. After. ~bsorbwg a 
shellacking at the hands of a good W rlltams team, 
things didn't look bright, but once the Tufts game was 
over and forgotten the team began to gain confidence 
and ended the season with an impressive 5-2 record. 
Sparked throughout the entire year by Co-Captain 
George Kelleher whose 99 points were good enough 
for the leadership in New England scoring honors, the 
Hilltoppers showed fine offensive strengt.h in all of th.eir 
games. Their only glaring weakness was m the def~ns~ve 
side of the game. Constantly plagued With InJunes, 
substitutes filled in ably time and time again in the 
team's determined effort to win. The fine running game 
was balanced by the good passing arm of sophomore 
quarterback Ron Reopel as he found the hood of Co-
Captain Sam Niness a perfect target. Let's look back and 
recall the highlights of the season. 
As the team trudged back to the locker room after 
being humbled by a powerful Wiliams squad, the sea-
son looked as though it would be a dismal one. The 
fans had just seen Messrs. Ide, Fearon, and Potter run 
rampant over a bedraggled Trinity squad which just 
didn't have enough manpower ro stand up against the 
complete two team substitution of the Ephmen. Trinity's 
lone score of the day came from a Reopel ro Niness 
pass, but even that was deflected by an opponent. 
Bowdoin : 
When the Bowdoin Bears visited Trinity Field, the 
picture changed somewhat on a hot Saturday afternoon. 
Out-rushing their opponents 349 yards to 73, the Trinity 
eleven moved the ball easily against their less adept 
opponents. Reopel hit paydirt twice and Kelleher both 
passed and ran magnificently as he and Charlie Bozzuro 




The Tufts game was just a question of too many-
horses as the mighty Jumbos crushed the Bantam squad 
52-20. Big Norman Wright ran at will throughout the 
game and it didn't look as if nay team could ever stop 
him. Both Kelleher and Niness got racked up early as 
the Jumbo line completely dominated the game. In the 
second half the Trinity offense clicked in fits and spuns 
as Bob Smith hit Reopel with a pass headed for a T.D. 
Colby : 
The Hiltoppers jumped back into the win column as 
"Porky" Kelleher scored four touchdowns and Sam 
Niness hauled in passes of 46 and 58 yards. Reliable 
Dick Hall passed for another score in the waning min-
utes of the game as the Bantams were quick to take 
advantage of the Mule's reversals and fumbles. 
Coast Guard : 
Crisp line play enabled fullback Jake Edwards to show 
off his prowess against the Coasties while Dick Noble 
began to come into his own as Tdnity kept on her 
t.CJ 
T 
Williams .......... _......... 7 
Bowdoin ..................... 40 
Tufts .............................. 20 
Colby .............................. 40 
Coast Guard ............... 27 
Amherst ........................ 31 
Wesleyan ..................... 14 










winning ways. The forward wall of Kisonas, Channell, 
and Cataldo constantly put pressure on the Coast Guard 
team causing them co fumble several times. Kelleher 
scored three times, and a Reopel co Niness pass ac-
counted for the final Blue and Gold score. 
Amherst: 
A large homecoming crowd almost saw two football 
games as Trinity put on its finest display of offensive 
play, scoring 31 points in the first half while being 
blanked in the hird and fourth quarters. The Sebrians 
received a rough jolt after mauling a powerful Tufts 
team the week before as they came co Trinity a heavy 
favorite. After an early Kelleher T.D., a Mclean fumble 
led to a Reopel touchdown as the quick Bantam line 
forced Amherst into several misplays. Gorman passed 
and scored several plays later. A perfect fake punt by 
Sam Niness led directly to another Trin score. In the 
second half the Bantams had their hands full as they 
successfully staved off a determined Amherst drive as 
the visitors completely dominated the last 30 minutes. 
However, good defensive work pulled out a well-de-
served Trinity victory. 
Wesleyan: 
Travelling to Middletown for the last game of the 
year, Coach Dan Jessee saw the team barely win our 
over a game Cardinal club. A recovered fumble by Doug 
Taylor set up one score, and dominant line play by the 
Trin forwards really enabled the Bantams to squash a 
rugged Wesleyan squad. 
143 
varsity soccer 
First row: Judge, H. T., Jr.; Perkins, R. E.; Raynard, D. R. ; 
Duff, D . H.; Bailey, R. H .; Miles, K. D. ; Bogli, G. L. Seco11d 
row: Hopner, P. J.; Weinstein, D . S.; Martin, D .; Arndt, 
C. H .; Lukens, W. W.; Runnette, \VI. F.; Bigelow, C.; Norris, 
T 0 
Coast Guard ............... 6 2 
Tufts .............................. 7 0 
Univ. of Mass. ......... 6 1 
Williams ..................... 4 1 
Union ........................... 2 0 
Wore. Tech. ............... 5 0 
Amherst ........................ 4 1 
Wesleyan ..................... 2 0 
Won8 Lost 0 
J. B. IV; Dath, R. Third row: Angell, D. ; Cerrito, C. W.; 
Vaughan, G. G.; Illick, A. F.; Truscott, G. B.; Outcalt, ). H.; 
Elwell, W. P.; Baird, F. H .; Widing, C. J. 
144 
When the Trinity College soccer team was named 
"the outstanding team in the country" by the Inter-Col-
legiate Soccer Football Association, it finally received 
recognition for what it was-a great soccer team. Un-
defeated in eight games, it was unquestionably the best 
soccer team Trinity has ever fielded. 
Co-captain and All-American center Doug Raynard 
tied the school record o ftwelve goals as he paced the 
Bantam boorers in the scoring column. While Raynard 
was hitting the nets, fellow co-captain Don Duff was 
a stalwart performer, and the backbone of the defense . 
Amassing an amazing four shurouts in the eight game 
schedule, sophomore goalie John Outcalt made the 
Trinity goal almost impenetrable . 
The key game of the year was the Williams contest 
as both teams were undefeated going into the fray. In 
the second half the purple team was one up. However, 
All-New England Brenden Shea and third team All-
American Jon Widing played brilliant soccer as they 
led the Hillroppers co a 4-1 vicrory. 
On a biting cold Saturday of the Soph Hop weekend, 
a well-rested soccer squad defeated the Amherst team 
with another brilliant second half spurt by 4 to 1. Great 
half back play by Bill Lukens and a timely tying goal 
by Dodd Miles were the big features of the game as 
the Trinity offense proved too much for the Lord Jeffs. 
Throughout the year reliable fullback Art Polstein 
played fine ball and was a vital factor in going the last 
win over Wesleyan. Laurels are in order for Coach Roy 
Dath for molding this classic team of hooters called by 
several opposing coaches the finest college soccer team 
they had ever seen. 
First row: Scott, R. S.; Schoonmaker, A. W ., Jr. ; Gabrielson, B. B.; Saregnt, J. A., Jr.; 
Wyckoff, T. McK.; deColigny, W. G.; Ward , C. M.; Gada, A. J ., Jr. Second row: 
Gerhold, W. H.; Sienkiewicz, M. A. ; Richardson, G . H. L.; Lenihan, F. T. ; White, R.; 
Bergman, C. A.; Turman, J . M. ; Leiber, M. D.; Wentworth, J . Third row: Clark, 
C., Jr. ; Boy, B. B.; Fox, F. W.; Caple, A. B.; Blank, G . C. ; Gordon, L. M. 
First row: LaMothe, J . D., Jr.; Morse, M. H ., Jr.; Pisani, F. E.; Kalcheim, L. H .; 
Arle, E. D.; Gage, C. D.; Martin, G. W .; Mackey, G. F.; Varbalow, M. D. Second 
row: Felton, J . W .; Poschi, N. F.; Walker, J . B. ; Gieske, E. T.; Lloyd, M., Jr.; Lloyd, 
C. M., Jr. ; Bentley, S. W.; Kimball, C. A.; Plank, D . L. ; Forman, J . C. Third row: 
Bergh, R. T .; Worthington, J . S.; Scribner, C. M.; Snow, L. F.; Rhodes, M. P.; Sweet, 
R. T .; Jennings, W . C., Jr. ; Davy, W . R. ; Pratt, A. 
A fast and powerful 
featuring halfbacks Tom 
and Bob Johnson aided by a 
line, enabled the frosh gridders 
complete a highly successful 
marred only by a defea at the 
of Amherst on a day with the 
Bantams could do no right. 
fine offensive power of the 
and the especially bruising line 
enabled the team to capture 
other games, even one against 
strong Monson team on a mud-
soaked field. Several backfield mea 
should bolster the varsity attack 
next fall and Coach Jessee will be 
pleased to see the mammoth line oo 
the practice field in September. 
T 
Springfield .................. 7 
Wesleyan ..................... 26 
Monson ........................ 38 
Amherst........ ................ 7 
Won3 Lost 1 
freshmen soccer 
T 
Nichols ................................................ 5 
Wesleyan JV's .............................. 0 
Springfield ....................................... ! 
Amherst ........................................ ..... 2 
Wesleyan F rosh ........................... 2 
Won 2 Lost 3 
The freshman soccer squad ex-
perienced both joy and bitter de-
feat in its five-game season last fall. 
The early disorganization and 
greenness soon gave way to finesse 
and determination even though all 
did not jell until the final encounter 
of the season in which the team 
beat Wesleyan 2-1. Co-captains 
Dave Arle and John Bassett were 
responsible for the maintenance of 
the high spirit even in the face of 
three straight defeats. Several team 
members should be able to ad-
equately replace the departing boot· 
ers on next year's varsity. 
First row: Canivan, J. T.; Dwyer, ]. ]. ; Vincent, N. ].; Mc-
Gowan, ]. ].; Hickey, ]. ] . Second row: Baxter, G. ] .; Sims-
hauser, P. D.; Crystal, ].; Anderson, M. M.; Olson, ] . E.; 
Shea, B.; Cass, T. M.; Oosting, R. E. 
Due to the pressures of studies and social life, plus a lack of height 
and ability, the 56-57 version of the Trinity varsity has not won a 
game to date. With the remaining games against strong opposition, 
the outlook for any semblance of a successful season is dim. In all 
fairness, the team did show splashes of hustle and drive, especially in 
the New Hampshire Tournament. The single point losses to Worcester 
Tech, Middlebury, and the University of New Hampshire were the 
heights of achievement. Captain Nick Vincent did a commendable job 
of leading the cagers through the year, although he never knew who 
comprised the team from day to day. Godfrey, McGowan, Vincent, 
Dwyer, and Porto were the mainstays until mid-term, when a large 
segment of the players departed. A distinct increase in team spirit 
became apparent with the advent of Shea and Olsen in the second 
semester. 
A yearling quintet, conquerors of Yale,. should bolster Coach Ray 
Oosting's squad; plus McGowan and the sophomore trio of Andersen, 





M.I.T. _._ .................................................. 65 74 
Univ. of Mass ........................................ 74 85 
Wore. Tech ................. - ......................... 66 67 
Williams ...................................................... 40 74 
Middlebury ................................................ 73 74 
Bowdoin ..................................................... .53 7 5 
Univ. of New Hampshire ............ 73 74 
Union ... _ .. _ ............................................... 78 93 
Tufts - .......................................................... 57 69 
Wesleyan ............................................ - ... 71 82 
Colby ............................................................ 71 83 
Bowdoin ..... - ............................................. 78 97 
Stevens .. _ .. , .............................................. 59 63 
Wesleyan .................................................. .45 62 
Amherst ...................................................... 61 84 
Clark ........ - ................................................ 78 81 
Brown .................................... - .... - ... - ... 70 103 
Coast Guard ............................................. 71 61 
Won 1 Lost 17 148 
First rOtl '.' O'Reilly, J. F.; Spatt, J . P.; Shannon, W . S.; Logan, 
K. M. ; Muench, L. W .; Taylor, D. S. Second rou•: Barrie, 
F. C. ; Kisor, M., Jr .; Mann ion, W . F.; Onderdonk, P. H .; 
Mayo, W. H. ; Christ, A. H. Third row: See, S. H.; Pitcher, 
W. R.; Jacklin, P. D., Jr.; Norris, J . B.; Johnson, W . C.; 
Renard, D . E. 
Art Christ's last swimming ream, composed largely of juniors and sophomores, 
had an impressive seaso~, compiling a 3-1-3 record in an as yet incompleced season. 
The team itself was mediocre and the opposition ranged from poor to excellent. 
The season started on the right fooc as Trinity had no trouble in defeating 
Tufts, winning in each event. The Coast Guard meet was more even as evidenced 
in the tie 43-43 score. Springfield and Bowdoin provided the opposition for the 
next meers and both turned as losses for the locals. The Bantams then triumphed 
over Worcester Tech. 61-23 in a no-contest match. M.I.T. also proved no match 
for Trinity, but Amherst was a different story. The Lord Jeffs swept to a 55-31 
victory, setting a new New England 400 yard freestyle record of 3:30.6 in the 
bargain. 
Co-captains Logan and Shannon were mai nstays for the entire season. Against 
Tufts, Shannon sec a new Trinity record of :23.7 seconds. Logan contributed a 
new college record in the breast-stroke against Amherst. The loss of these men 
and Spate and Taylor should hurt next year's squad somewhat. 
149 
T 0 
Tufts-·-"-- 61 24 
Coast Guard ""'-" 43 43 
Springfield ---· 36 49 
Bowdoin _, ___ 38 47 
Wore. Tech. - 61 23 
M.I.T. ----- 47 38 
Amherst -·-.. -·- 31 55 
Union ----·" 45 41 
Wesleyan --· 40 46 











M.I.T ........................................... 71 72 
Univ. of Mass ...................... 66 82 
Wore. Tech ............................ 66 49 
St. Thomas .............................. 105 74 
Wesleyan JV's ..................... 107 74 
Union .......................................... 86 47 
Amherst .................................... 74 80 
Monson .................................... 73 93 
Cheshire .................................... 102 86 
Yale ............................................. 67 55 
Wesleyan ................................. 67 81 
Nichols ....................................... 79 72 
Brown ....................................... 74 80 
Coast Guard JV's ............... 93 56 
Won8 Lost 6 
First row: Anderson, H. ; Gavin, J. K.; Richardson, G. H . L. ; Langen, R. C. Second 
row: Gerhold; Royden, B. G.; Bergmann, B. A.; Levine, M. A.; Lyons, K. J .; Peter-
son, M. V.; Perlman, A. P.; Greenwald, K.; Potter, D. 
freshmen basketball 
Bill Gerhold's charges proved themselves a versatile, 
if not exceptional, team this season. A strong nucleus, 
with a weak bench, caused six men to carry the brunt 
of the attack. Royden, Peterson, Gavin, Lyons, and Berg-
man led the cagers, turning in fine performances against 
Yale, Cheshire, and Wesleyan's J.V.'~, passhing the 
century mark three times. The hustle and spark of the 
team should pass on to the varsity next year, giving some 
hope of attaining a winning season. 
freshmen swimming 
With dual meets and the New England's still remain-
ing, the freshman swimming team has won four meets 
and lost two. George Black, Bob Morgan, and both 
relay teams highlighted many of the meets with their 
record-shattering feats. Black set new frosh standards 
in the individual medley no less than three times until 
it now stands at 1: 38.4. Much of the credit for the 
successful season must go to coach Bob Slaughter who 
worked hard with these men and has prepared some 
swimmers who should bolster the varsity in the ensuing 
seasons. 
First row: Snow, L. F.; Burger, C. S.; Greenlee, R. V.; Flynn, J . D ., Jr.; Gage, C. D.; 
Gabrielson, B. B.; Barclay, W . K. Second row: Haddad, E. M.; Bjorklund, R. F.; 
Gibbs, J . G., Jr.; Harland, R. C.; Morgan, R. S.; Slaughter, R. D. Third row: Foy, 
B. B. ; Adams, R. W .; Black, G. G.; Bergh, R. T.; Martin, R. W. 
T 
Cheshire Acdy ......................... 36 
Canterbury ................................. 45 
Williston .................................... 25 
Mt. Hermon ............................ ..40 
Westminster .... ~ ........................ 39 
Hotchkiss .................................... 33 
Hopkins ...................................... .51 
Wesleyan ................................... .46 











This year's squash team, though 
compiling only a mediocre record 
was nevertheless one of the best in 
recent years. Bur as usual the com-
petition was very· stiff and the team 
suffered greatly from inexperience 
and injuries. 
With only a few w.eeks practice, 
and an almost art Sophomore team, 
the squashmen were overwhelmed 
in their first two matches by Wil-
liams and Amherst. However, after 
the mid-semester lapse the team im-
proved immensely and all the sub-
sequent matches were highlighted 
by fine performances from all the 
players. 
Next year's prospects seem good 
for seven out of the first nine will 
be returning. 
T 
Williams ............................................. 0 
Wesleyan .......................................... 2 
Pittsburgh .......................................... 8 
Amherst ............................................. 0 
Yale ...................................................... 0 
M.I.T . ................................................... 6 
Army ................................................... 0 
Wesleyan .......................................... 1 











The Freshman squash team, fin-
ishing with four wins against one 
defeat was one of the best in recent 
yeaxs. The number one man, Bob 
Spahr, an experienced player, and 
number two, Jerry Farnsworth, 
were the mainstays of the squad. 
The remainder of the team per-
formed with remarkable proficiency 
considering their lack of experience 
and compiled an admirable record. 
Their addition to next year's varsity 
should be a welcome influence. 
T 0 
Wesleyan .......................................... 7 2 
Wiliston ............................................. 5 0 
Amherst ............................................. 2 7 
Choate ................................................ 3 2 
M.I.T .................................................... 5 2 
Williston .......................................... 5 0 
Wesleyan .......................................... 6 3 
Won 6 Lost 1 
First row: Kenefick, D. ).; Schoff, P. M.; Moran, B. SecotJd row: Bigelow, C.; 
C.; Fava, A.; Jessee, D. 
First row: Williams, F. G.; Morse, M. H.; Sargent, ]. Second row: 
Farnsworth, J.; Lloyd, M.; Macho!, R. E.; Jennings, W. C.; Jessee, D. 
. ' . 
•-l . 
First row: Shelley, D . F. ; Drabowsky, M.; Aramini, R.; Ko-
zuch, R .; Alexander, R .; Kelleher, G .; Sticke, C.; Slaughter, 
T 0 
George Washington ............ 2 3 
GeorgetOwn .............................. 13 0 
Catholic Univ. ........................ Rain 
George Washingron ............ 9 8 
Navy ................................................ 4 11 
Yale ................................................... Rain 
Army ............................................. 0 1 
Norwich ....................................... 6 1 
Middlebury ................................. 11 1 
Springfield ................................. 5 2 
Wore. Tech. .............................. Rain 
Coast Guard .............................. 11 1 
Colby ............................................. 9 0 
Columbia .................................... Rain 
Amherst ....................................... 6 7 
Wesleyan .................................... 2 0 
Coast Guard .............................. 6 5 
Wesleyan .................................... 1 7 
Univ. of Mass ......................... 6 0 
Tufts ................................................ 5 1 
Wesleyan .................................... 1 3 
Wesleyan .................................... 8 4 
Won 12 Lost 6 
153 
R. D. Second rou·: Jessee, D. E.; Lorson, E. W .; Case, G.; 
Baird , F. ; McGowan,]. H.; Crystal,]. W. 
The 1956 baseball team compiled an impres-
sive twelve won, six lost record as the good 
arms of Moe Drabowsky and George Case once 
again proved the mainstays of a weak hitting 
squad. Highlight of the year was Big Moe's 
no-hit, 2-0 victory over Wesleyan with big 
league scouts looking on. Big guns in the hit-
ting department included second sacker Charlie 
Sticka, catcher and captain Ron Kozuch, and 
right fielder Ray Aramini. Hampered at times 
by poor fielding and not enough clutch hitting, 
the Bantam nine dropped heartbreakers ro 
Army and to Wesleyan in one of their com-
mencement games. 
First row: Tewksbury, ]. P. ; Zimmerman, H . A.; Morley, 
]. R.; MacDonald, D . Second row: Stevenson, R . M., Jr.; 
Steinmueller, G. A.; Harlow, A. B.; Stehle, C. C.; Miles, 
K . D.; Beers, D . W .; Dath, D. A. 
1956 varsity tennis 
Last spring's tennis squad, led by captain Charlie 
Stehle, compiled the usual admirable record, this 
time with seven wins against two defeats. The 
losses were to a superior Amherst squad and to 
Wesleyan, the latter a heart-breaker. Sweet revenge 
was obtained at the hands of Middlebury who had 
inflicted the lone defeat of the previous year. 
T 
Rhode Island ................................. 9 
Middlebury ....................................... 6 
Amherst ............................................. ! 
Wore. Tech ..................................... 9 







Hugh Zimmerman played number one for most 
of the campaign after beginning as number two. 
Dave Beers, number four man, won all his match-
es, except the one against Amherst. Stehle and 
Brooks Harlow formed the excellent number one 
doubles combination. 
T 
Clark ...................................................... 9 
Springfield ....................................... 6 
A.I.C .................................................... 9 
Wesleyan ........................................ ..4 








First row: Ward, W. Second row: Fineshriber, F.; Hoppner, P.; Smith, S.; Hartz, ]. C.; Kellog, 
S.; Taylor, R. C. 
The frosh tennis netmen 
did not have their expected 
winning season this year but 
gained valuable experience 
for their varsity careers. Frank 
Fineschriber, Bill Ward, and 
Steve Kellogg led the team 
throughout their several con-
tests with fine play. 
T 0 
Amherst .............................. 0 9 
Springfield ........................... Cane. 
Choate .................................... ! 8 
Nichols ................................. 9 0 
Kent ....................................... 5 4 
Loomis ................................ .2 7 
Wesleyan ........................... 3 6 
Won 2 Lost 4 
1956 
First row: Moore, D. E.; Sparr, J. P.; Bergerman, G. M.; 
Crilly, H . W. III; Smith, W. R.; McCandless, G.; Swett, 
]. C.; Beren, R.; Boynton, C. F. Second row: Noble, R.; 
Kulas, R. P.; Saunders, W. C.; Godfrey, R. H .; Crombie, 
rsity track The varsity track team of last season compiled 
a respectable 4-3 record. The win over Middlebury 
and the close one against a very strong Massachu-
setts team instilled new life into the squad and 
led them to great heights later in the campaign. 
The co-captains, George McCandless and Bill 
Smith led a wide array of scorers who included 
Hub Segar, Bob Scharf, and John Swett. The 
last-named, in fact, set a new discus mark during 
P. A.; Catlin, ]. M.; Segur, H .; Scharf, R. E.; Coach 
Kurth. Third row: Norris, J. B. IV; Krupp, A. F.; 
Loeffel, C. L.; Hermanns, R. R.; Illick, A.; Allen, ].; 
Calabro, D . S. 
the course of the season. The depth of the squad 
was, in the main, responsible for its success, since 
these reserves captured second and third places to 
back up our winners. With many returning letter-
men and strong additions from last year's fresh-
men squad should have led to an improved squad 
this past season co-captained by Bob Godfrey and 
Hub Segar. T 0 
Wesleyan (Indoor) ..................... 29 71 
Univ. of Mass. ·····-··························62 64 
Coast Guard ································-·····74Yz 51Yz 
Amherst .............................................. ..41Yz 84Yz 
Middiebury .................... ................... 69¥3 56Y3 
Wore. Tech . ....................................... 77¥3 48Y3 
row: Brian, R . A.; Fitts, H . E.; Hersch, P. D .; Smith, A. B.; Tubman, H . A.; Henriques, P. R. ; Vermont ................................................ 69 57 
].; Long, C.].; Joy, J . S. Second row: Knorr, T.; Muir, J .; Hoag, T. D .; Frost, D. L.; 
. P., Jr.; Smith, R.; Formeister, W . J .; Olson, J . E. ; Scheibe, K .; Hill, H . H . Third row: 
F. C.; Linburk, W. L.; Johnson, W. C.; Edwards, J. W .; Mannion, W . F.; Spielman, R. W.; 
A.; Lukens, .; Christ, A. H . 
Won4 Lost 3 
1956 
freshmen track 
As evidenced by their admirable 
4-1 record, last year's freshman 
squad was a well-balanced and suc-
cessful group. They had many out-
standing men in each event but 
only one, Wes Formeister, was able 
to set new records and he did it in 
two events. His new frosh discus 
record was 131'8 Yz" and the new 
javelin record was 184'5". All in 
all, the team as a whole should pro-
vide excellent material for varsity 
coach Kurth this season. 
Univ. of Mass ....... 49-5/6 
Nichols ..................... 107 
Cheshire Acdy .... 73 
Amherst ..................... 59 
Teachers Coil. 
of Conn ............. 80 






First row: Steinmetz, J .; Perkins, R. E.; Payne; Smith, S. W . Second row: 
Duggan, F. J .; Briggaman, A.; Niness, S. F., J r.; Crandall, ] . D.; Pappas, M. N . 
19 56 freshmen baseball 
The freshman baseball team showed moments of brilliance as they 
won seven games while losing only three. Good pitching by Joe Casello 
proved the decisive factor in many of the games when little hitting 
strength was present. John Kenny and Ron Reopel should bolster the 
varsiry squad in their remaining years. 
1956 varsity 
Trinity's divotmen had oolJ 
fair season las year as they lost 
matches while winning only 
Captain Sam Niness played 
golf in leading coach Mitch 
pas's blue and gold team tO its 
victories. 
T 
Wore. Tech . ................................. .4 
Williams ......................................... 0 
A.I.C. . .....................................•.....• _4 
Amherst ............................... ............. 2 
Rhode Island ............................... .4 
Univ. of Mass ........................... _0 
Wesleyan ......................................... .2 
Won 3 Lost 4 
T 
St. Thomas Seminary ........ _ 7 
Yale JV's ................... ................... 3 
Bridgeport Univ . .................... 7 
Wesleyan ...................................... 9 
Amherst ......................................... 0 
Wesleyan ............. ...................... _ 4 
St. Thomas Seminary .....•...• 4 
Nichols Jr. College ........•..... 3 
Univ. of Mass .....................•...• 11 
Monson ......................................•...• 12 
Won 7 Lost 3 
Pi,.st ,.ow: Abeles, W . R.; Simshauser, P. D .; Canivan, ]. T. ; 
Reopel, R. A.; Graham, G . R., Jr. ; Shea, B.; Anderson, M. 
Second row: Moorin, R. H .; Kenney, ]. E.; Scheckman, L. B.; 
Casello, J. H .; Pfeffer, W . H.; Franz, W . T.; Bozzuto, C. D.; 
Gerhold, W . H. 
fencing 
The fencing season this year was 
initiated by a very encouraging 
turnout of both freshmen and up-
perclassmen. After losses to M.l.T. 
and Harvard the team improved 
greatly in gaining a tie with Chesh-
ire and dropped a close match tO 
Hopkins by only one point. The 
high point of the team's efforts 
came with a victOry over Boston 
University. 
Dave Beers and Max Lockie have 
led the scoring in the foil division, 
while Bruce Gladfelter and Ken 
Lambert have championed the epee 
and sabre teams. 
First row: Spielman, R. W.; Angell, A. D ., 
III; Harrison ; Simmons, P. C.; Studley, J. B.; 
Gralnick, J . C. Second row: Sargent, J. A., 
Jr.; Bentley, S. W.; Lloyd, C. M.; Jaffe, R. R.; 
Weisz, G. 
First row: Gladfelter, B. G.; Lockie, L. M., Jr.; Lambert, K. R. Second row: 
Lessall, K. C.; Himelstein, S. C.; Joslin, R. E.; Bromley, H. S., Ill ; Poschi, N. F. 
rifle team 
The Bantam rifle squad, ably directed by Sergeant Barnes, compiled 
a record of twenty-one victories against eighteen defeats, the best of 
any Trinity rifle team. Led by co-captains Phil Simmons and John 
Harrison, the team had, as their highlight, a trip to Providence and 
Boston University in personal matches. The big win of the season, 
however, was the one against the perenially strong UConn squad. If 
the trend continues, the coming season should prove even more suc-










DILLON MAILING BUREAU 
Complete Letter Shop Service 
252 PEARL STREET HARTFORD, CONN. 





AMERICAN COAL CO. 
170 PEARL STREET, HARTFORD 
Phone JA 2-8151 
A-C FUEL OIL 
Heating Equipment and Service! 
BLUE COAL 
KOPPERS COKE 
Distributors fo r 
CITIES SERVICE 





L. L. ENSWORTH 





~ Whe~y::~o~d~i;i~va~u~d~!~~l~a~y~u~~ount I 
§ 80 PEARL STREET HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT 
Branch Office: FARMINGTON AVE., corner LAUREL § 
Compliments of 
HURWIT HARDWARE & APPLIANCE CO. 
Hardware ••• Paints ••• Sporting Goods 
539-543 PARK STREET (opp. Hungerford Street) 
HARTFORD, CONN. 










Clothiers IMPORTERS Furnishers 
HENRY MILLER 
24-26 TRUMBULL STREET 
HARTFORD, CONN. 
Telephone JA 5-2139 
Exclusive Agents for the Following: 
Burberry of London - Baracuta 
Lyle & Scott - Welch, Margetson 





tt Member of the Specialists in recorded music I 





HARTFORD- NEW HAVEN 
Arborists for Trinity College 
1 0% On All Cash Sales 
§ 
To Trinity Students § 
Cor. WASHINGTON & PARK STREETS ~ 
Within Walking Distance of the Campus ~ 
166 
Telephone CH 9-0414 
Open Evenings- Free Parking 
TUBES ... SERVICE ... REPAIRS 
CHARLES E. THENEBE 
and ASSOCIATES 
•.. Investments . .. 
36 PEARL HARTFORD 
Telephone CH 6-5613 
Telephone Service 
24 Hours Daily 





~t ..... I PINS MEDALS excellent CHARMS design CUPS ski/led 
PLAQUES 
TROPHIES era! tsmanship 
superb 
quality 
YOUR CLASS JEWELER 
DIEGES &. CLUST 
226 PUBLIC STREET, PROVIDENCE 
NEW YORK • BOSTON 
MANUFACTURING JEWELERS 
Best Draught Beer in Town 
WALK INN RESTAURANT 
1778 BROAD STREET 
Hartford, Conn. 
ANTHONY LA PEMTA 
Prop. 
JACOBS PAINT STORE 
Dutch Boy Paints 
lnterlux Marine Paints 
134 PARK ROAD 
West Hartford, Conn. 




Clubs ••• Lounges ••• Offices 
A 
N 
D IDIE.L L 
167 
53 MULBERRY STREET 
Hartford, Connecticut 
Tel . JAckson 7-9215 
,~~~~~~ 
I Bakers for TRINITY COLLEGE 
BESS EATON 
DONUT CO. 
1050 NEW BRITAIN AVENUE 
ELMWOOD, CONNECTICUT 
Compliments of 
SOUTHERN NEW ENGLAND ROOFING CO. 
Roofers and Sheet Metal Contractors 
"A Good Roof is as Important as a Good Foundation" 
350 SHELDON STREET HARTFORD 1 I CONN. 
Telephone JA 7-3113 
KELLY BROTHERS 
SHELL SERVICE STATION 
Tires . .. Tubes ... Batteries . .. Towing 
Washing ... Lubrication 
PICKUP and DELIVERY 








RALPH L. BLAIKIE 




SCHOOLS - COLLEGES 
BUSINESS HOUSES 
660 MADISON AVENUE 
New York 22, N. Y. 
998 FARMINGTON AVE. 
West Hartford, Conn. 
SMITH AND FAZZINA 
Wholesale 
Meats, Poultry, Provisions 
Purveyors to Restaurants 
Hotels and Inns 
526 TRUMBULL STREET 
HARTFORD, CONN. 
Phone CH 9-7731 
169 
THE PHILIP H. STEVENS 
COMPANY 
Registered Jewelers 
American Gem Society 
65 PRATT STREET 
HARTFORD 
Branch Store 
60 LaSALLE ROAD 
WEST HARTFORD CENTER 
l~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
i FOR MANY YEARS WE HAVE ENJOYED DOING I 
§ PRINTING FOR TRINITY COLLEGE 
CONNECTICUT PRINTERS, Inc. 
Case, Lockwood, & Brainard 
Letterpress Division 










The Young People's Digest 
170 
r~-~~-~~~~ 
1 LOCK;•a~;~~ LTD. ~t 
t GARMENTS HAND TAILORED EXCLUSIVELY FOR US 
§ § 
§ Suits and Sport Coats in the "Ivy Model" -
3 Button - Natural Shoulders - Plain Front 












$55-$65 the Suit $50-$55 the Jacket 
INC. 
BROAD AT VERNON STS. 
HARTFORD 
Clothiers to Trinity Men Since 1904 
RIVERSIDE TRUST COMPANY 
Albany Ave. Branch 
919 Albany Avenue 
Portland Branch 
269 Main Street 
Portland 
90 PEARl STREET 
HARTFORD 
CONNECTICUT 
Barry Square Branch 
673 Maple Avenue 
New Hartford Branch 
Main Street 
New Hartford 
CONTINUE YOUR EDUCATION 
EVERY DAY WITH 
IDqr i!;artfnrb Qlnuraut 
America's Oldest Newspaper 
.•. Informative, Entertaining . 
Superior News Reporting 
X~<Q><Q'>~<Q>-.Q><Q><b>~.Q><Q>~~~~ 
171 
!~~~~""~~ I Compliments of 
THE THOMAS HEYWOOD 
COMPANY, INC. 
28 STERLING STREET (Rear) 
HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT 
Painting and Decorating 
Contractors 






454 ASYLUM STREET 
HARrFORD, CONN. 
172 
You Are Insured 
By Life Insurance 
Up to $5,000 
at no cost to you whatsoever 
on every 
HARTFORD NATIONAL 
TIME PAYMENT LOAN 
HARTFORD NATIONAL 


















General Building Contractors 
120 PROSPECT AVENUE 
HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT 
Compliments of 
THE ARROW BUS LINE 
33 LESTER STREET EAST HARTFORD 
The Bus Company that serves Trinity College 
For Charter Information Anywhere, Anytime, 
Call BU 9-1531 
THE WASHINGTON DINER 
175 WASHINGTON STREET 
Good Food ••• Good Service 
Steaks, Chops, Seafood - Always Quick and Courteous 
We Cater to Wedding Parties 
Phone CH 7-6272 
TRY OUR DINING ROOM FOR THE BEST IN BOTH 
Plenty of Space and Free Parking 
Compliments of 





~ HUNTER PRESS, INC. t 
~ 81-83 LAUREL STREET i 
~ § 
§ Finest Printing of Practically 
Every Description 
Only a Few Minutes from Trinity 
§ Compliments of ~ 
~ NEW YORK MEAT PRODUCTS, INC. ~ 
1- 53 SPRUCE STREET HARTFORD, CONN. ~ 
~ Wholesale Meats-Beef, Pork, Lamb, Veal t~ 




The following fraternities congratulate the Class of 1957 
and wish continued success to the IVY . . . 
Alpha Delta Phi 
Delta Phi 
Phi Kappa Psi 




With Complete Banking Service 
Theta Xi 
23 OFFICES IN 15 CONNECTICUT COMMUNITIES 
THE CONNECTICUT BANK 
AND TRUST COMPANY 
176 
I 
Better Milk, Cream and Ice Cream 
Visit Your Neighborhood 
LINCOLN DAIRY ICE CREAM BARS 
577 PARK STREET 
CITY IRON WORKS 
350 NEW PARK AVENUE 
HARTFORD 1 I CONN. 
Compliments of 
FOREST GARAGE 
69 WARD PLACE 
The Favorite Dining Spot 
Of Trinity Men 
AETNA DINER 
267 FARMINGTON AVENUE 
SHERWIN-WILLIAMS CO. 
151 ASYLUM STREET 
Hartford 
28 LA SALLE ROAD 
West Hartford 
~~~<b>~·<b>~<b><Q><Q-.<b>~<b>~-<Q'>~~.<.b'~«?~ 
~ COMPLIMENTS ~ 
I OF I 
SILLITER-HOLDEN 
Industrial Supplies 
NEDITZ BROTHERS 433 NEW PARK AVENUE 
HARTFORD 1, CONNECTICUT 
Compliments of 
THE BOND PRESS, INC. 
94 ALLYN STREET HARTFORD 3, CONNECTICUT 
Letterpress and Lithography 
Compliments of ... 
D & D PACKAGE STORE 
SPAGHETTI PALACE 
CAPITOL CITY WOODWORKING CO., INC. 
CAPITOL CANDY COMPANY 







You'll never forget your school days, 
and we hope you'll always remember 
PhotoReflex, your Official Photo-
grapher. We'll always remember the 
fun we had taking your pictures ... 
and we hope you will not forget us 
in the years to come when there are 
other occasions you'll 
want to remember 
with fine portraits. 
PhotoRe/fex ... a unique method o/ 
taking pictures /rom coast to coast 
PHOTOREFLEX STUDIO 5TH FLOOR 
G. FOX and CO. 
179 
,~~~~ 
I ~:·:ct~T HIs 
(Trinity Hungarian Interest Scholarship) 
If you are interested in helping or aiding a young 
Hungarian Student to the life we enjoy, then support 
THIS. 
Let the past massacres be an ever present remin-
der that the youth of Hungary desire freedom and the 
right to a college education. 
Our desire is THIS: To provide the funds for an 
academically qualified escaped Hungarian Student, 
so that he might begin a new and free life at Trinity 
College. We need the cooperation of you, mindful 
of your freedom and thankful to be an American, to 
help these unfortunates. 
All contributions to THIS shall provide for the 
education of THIS Hungarian Student. We hope that 
you will assist us in our program. Send in a check 
today, to: 
THIS 
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